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ABSTRACT
Title IX, a federal law passed in 1972, was designed to ensure that equal access to
any educational environment receiving federal assistance (20 U.S.C. § 1681). Title IX
forced institutions of higher education (IHE) to address the pervasive nature of sex
discrimination within their educational environments, prevent the recurrence of sex
discrimination, and remedy any effects of sex discrimination. To do this IHEs developed
Title IX sexual misconduct policies. These policies are required by federal law to be
impartial, neutral, and equitable to all parties accessing or participating in the resolution
process addressing sexual misconduct.
The purpose of this study was to explore how language is used in sexual
misconduct policies and how it affects the neutral role of Title IX. This study focused on
eleven southeastern flagship institutions’ Title IX sexual misconduct policies. The study
identified five types of language used within Title IX sexual misconduct policies.
This research found a lack of neutrality and multiple incidents of bias. Bias was
identified in all analyzed policies when assessing the use of gendered language and the
situated meaning of the terms victim, advocate, advocacy, and survivor. This research
also found the policies contained neutral language, the existence of multiple processes
for adjudicating sexual misconduct violations, unequal rights throughout the process,
unequal access to interim measures and resources, and unequal retaliation protections
illustrated how the collected policies were not neutral.
This study has significant implications for those developing Title IX sexual
misconduct policies. It revealed space for alternative reflections that can lead to
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institutional change regarding the future development of institutional sexual misconduct
policy.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
With the increased awareness of campus sexual assault and how it relates to safety on
college and university campuses, there is no consensus on how institutions should
respond to incidents of sexual violence (Burgess-Proctor et al., 2016; Wooten & Mitchell,
2016). Sexual violence is complex because there are many factors that should be
considered any time an Institution of Higher Education (IHE) is evaluating a case. Issues
such as the “hook up” culture or relationship practices, sexuality, communication issues,
complications from the addition of drug(s) and alcohol use, as well as concerns about
mental stability and health between involved parties in a sexual misconduct case should
be considered. Understanding this complex combination of factors becomes even more
challenging when analyzing the language used in campus policies like Title IX Sexual
Misconduct/Harassment policies. Title IX policies should be part of an impartial process
that provides all parties equal due process rights. Currently, no research is looking
specifically for language neutrality in Title IX policies.
Studies assessing language used in Title IX policies are needed because Title IX
policies are supposed to represent a neutral process for anyone who accesses the
grievance process. Without an assessment of current policies, the language in these
policies can create assumptions about the policies themselves, operationalize the terms
associated with sexual violence, and influence the accessibility of the policy document
and the services it claims to provide. The lack of definitive definitions for what is
considered sexual misconduct between the federal government, state laws, and
institutions has resulted in various ways that institutions develop policies and procedures,
address sexual misconduct and react to sexual misconduct on their campuses.
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Factors concerning IHEs are typically centered on understanding occurrence rates,
incidence types, and risk factors associated with campus sexual misconduct, such as
drugs, alcohol, and Greek culture (Wooten & Mitchell, 2016). The significance of the
prevalence of sexual misconduct at IHEs was illuminated by Koss et al.’s (1987) study on
rape during college years for women. Koss et al.’s study was expanded and is supported
by additional work during the last four decades (Fisher et al., 2000; Karjane, 2005; &
Karjane et al., 2002). Historically, IHEs have handled Title IX issues in a reactionary
manner with the guidance of federal mandates. Despite federal mandates, the actual
implementation of said mandates for IHEs is often inconsistent due to the absence of any
clear guidance from the federal government on how to completely comply with federal
and state laws around Title IX that are often conflicting.
Background
Since the creation of the first institution of higher education, higher education
professionals have been involved in managing student misconduct (Williamsen, 2017).
The early days of post-secondary education neglected activities outside of academics.
There was a growing need for students to release aggression, so co-curricular activities
were suggested by IHE’s then-presidents. This forced the development of student affairs
units (Hemphill, 2010). These departments stem from advising and counseling positions
previously established to address students’ needs (Neal & Heppner, 1986). IHEs acted
under the concept of in loco parentis, a Latin expression meaning in place of the parent
(Kaplin & Lee, 2009). This practice resulted in student affairs administrators acting in
place of students’ parents while students attended college away from home. This notion
was upheld by the Supreme Court in Gott vs. Berea (1912) and maintained favor until the
2

Golden Age of higher education (1945-1970), when it lost prominence. The Golden Age
was a time when courts became involved in higher education, which led to the
development of several laws and acts, many of which focused on equitable access, due
process, duty to care, affirmative action, and student rights to meet student needs and
provide a safer environment (Kaplin & Lee, 2009).
The framework for addressing campus conduct shifted with Tarassoff v. Regents of
University of California (1976), which brought up an institution’s “duty to care.” The
case centered around a psychiatric patient who shared plans to kill his ex-girlfriend with a
university counselor. This information was kept confidential upon his release from the
university hospital. His ex-girlfriend returned to campus from summer vacation and was
never informed about the threat to her life. The ex-boyfriend did kill Tarassoff after she
returned to campus. The courts ruled in the family’s favor, stating the university had a
duty to warn the student out of concern for her safety but failed to do so. This case set the
foundation for the future Clery Act (Kaplin & Lee, 2009). Since Tarssoff, additional
cases, laws, and acts have helped inform campus conduct frameworks/policies, including
the Jeanne Clery case, Clery Act, SaVE Act, VAWA, Dear Colleague Letters, and a
White House report.
Threats to the campus environment, like sexual misconduct, can result in the loss of
personal and professional growth that may have occurred and the eventual departure of a
campus member from an educational community. The perceptions of safety on a college
campus play an essential role in the campus community’s engagement in the educational,
social, and leisure opportunities afforded during their collegiate experience (be it work or
academic). Current issues for IHEs’ Title IX staff include the number of unreported
3

sexual misconduct incidents, lack of resources and staffing to properly train their campus
about sexual misconduct, the lack of exposure to sex education in K-12, and no prior
formal education on how sexual misconduct hinders the ability to form meaning about
concepts of sex. Additionally, insufficient resources/programming to address sexual
assault (reactive vs. proactive) and the removal of seminal documents that offered
additional guidance in deciphering institutional responsibilities regarding Title IX
compliance continue to exacerbate the issue.
Lack of reporting is a frequent problem for those working with Title IX. College-age
self-reporting victims of sexual violence represent two to three percent of completed
rapes and seven to eleven percent for non-rape sexual offenses (American College Health
Association, 2013; Fisher et al., 2000). Since these statistics exclude victims who did not
self-report, the problem is likely underestimate as campus sexual violence is drastically
underreported, with fewer than five percent of victims reporting their victimization to
campus authorities, law enforcement, or relatives (Fisher et al., 2000; Fisher et al., 2003
Walsh et al., 2010).
Research shows exposure to topics that fall under the umbrella term of sexual
misconduct (i.e., rape, sexual assault, sexual harassment, intimate partner violence,
stalking, unwanted touching) does not commonly occur for students during K-12
education (Karjane et al., 2002). This lack of exposure results in college students being
unable to form meaning and contextualize the information about campus resources. There
has been an increase in sexual misconduct awareness (Burgess-Proctor et al., 2016), and
college students generally recognize the importance of sexual assault programming and
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prevention education, though knowledge of campus sexual misconduct resources remains
low (Hayes-Smith & Levett, 2010; Walsh et al., 2010).
This unfamiliarity with on- and off-campus resources reflects a lack of educational
practices used by institutions and restriction of language, as well as lack of
communication about these resources that allow campus communities to disregard or
forget the information shared with them (Hayes-Smith & Levett, 2010; Walsh et al.,
2010). The inability to contextualize these resources or understand their relevance is an
issue for access to Title IX rights (laid out in most IHE sexual misconduct policies),
knowledge (of protection afforded by Title IX), and resources (access and knowledge of
on and off-campus sexual misconduct resources) (Walsh et al., 2010).
Those who could access sexual misconduct resources expressed deficiencies in the
type of resources provided (Sexual Violence on Campus, 2014). These deficiencies were
a product of the resource not adequately meeting their needs (a sense of false
advertisement) and not being the appropriate response to current needs (the example
given was outdated methods of education and communication accessible resources)
(Eisenberg et al., 2012). Most colleges and universities offer some form of sexual assault
resources, including crisis support, victim advocacy services, preventative educational
programs, self-defense courses, and internal policy resolution investigations. Though
institutions provide resources for sexual assault, improvement of college knowledge and
accessibility of those resources remains a critical area for research (Burgess-Proctor et al.,
2016). Studies show college students’ awareness and inclination to use campus resources,
such as those for sexual assault, is low (Hayes-Smith & Levett, 2010; Walsh et al., 2010).
No longer are the approaches of pamphlets and short presentations the best option for
5

education; instead, the current era requires incorporating educational opportunities and
accessible language that put the needs and use of campus resources into context
(Eisenberg et al., 2012).
The most recent concern for those working in Title IX is the redaction of the 2011
and 2014 Dear Colleague Letters (DCL). On September 22, 2017, the existing 2011 and
2014 guidance for sexual misconduct on campus DCLs were withdrawn by the
Department of Education under the acting Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights U.S.
Department of Education, Candice Jackson. With the announcement of the withdrawal of
both the 2011 and 2014 DCL, the Department of Education also released a Question-andAnswer document, September 26, 2017, to provide information to institutions on how to
proceed with Title IX sexual misconduct enforcement during a time of regulation change
and new development.
Within the announcement, several points justified the withdrawal of both the 2011
and 2014 DCLs. The main concerns centered around multiple issues, including the
change in the standard of proof being enforced at IHEs, allowing complainants to file
appeals against not-guilty findings (previously reserved for only accused students), and.
Other issues included setting an unreasonable time frame to handle Title IX complaints,
not allowing schools to rely on law enforcement to resolve Title IX complaints (forcing
schools to establish policing and judicial systems), pressuring schools to develop policies
and procedures that do not afford fair due process for all parties (mainly the respondent),
and the issuing of the letters without affording notice and opportunity for public comment
(Jackson, 2017).
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The two standards of proof used for sexual misconduct investigations were the
preponderance-of-the-evidence standard or the clear and convincing standard. The 2011
DCL supported the use of the preponderance-of-the-evidence standard (also known as the
more-likely-than-not standard or the 50% plus a feather) be used over the clear-andconvincing standard (also called beyond-a-reasonable-doubt standard). The reasoning to
pull the 2011 and 2014 letters was because they supposedly presented schools with
confusing and counterproductive regulatory mandates that displaced the goal of Title IX
(Jackson, 2017). The Trump Administration believed that pulling these letters would
allow for the development of an approach to student sexual misconduct that responds to
the concerns of students and the stakeholders in a way that aligns with the purpose of
Title IX (U.S. Department of Justice & U.S. Department of Education, 2017).
Once the DCLs had been withdrawn, all institutions receiving federal funds were
encouraged by Betsy DeVos, the acting Secretary of Education under the Trump
Administration, to rely on the 2001 DCL, which covers the revision of sexual harassment
protection and what constitutes as a hostile environment. Removing the DCL standards of
2011 resulted in the loss of protections expanded on and put into place for the LGBTQ
community. Students who are part of the LGBTQ community can only file a sexual
harassment complaint if the harassment is of a nature that interferes with their
schoolwork; it would not include heckling based on sexual orientation or gender
expression, though it does cover gender-based harassment. The 2001 DCL does not
prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation, only sexual harassment. Also, the
2001 DCL asks for a prompt and equitable timeline for handling Title IX cases on
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campus. However, there is no specific definition of what is considered prompt and
equitable. This lack of specificity was addressed in the 2011 DCL.
The other significant change can be found in the loss of specificity of the Title IX
Coordinator. Though the 2001 DCL does state the need for at least one Title IX
Coordinator, the 2001 DCL does not specify the role, responsibilities, or guidance for the
Title IX Coordinator role, which were addressed in the 2011 DCL and 2014 guidance.
Until the 2011 DCL, many IHEs modeled a quasi-judicial adjudicatory format meaning
an institutional process steeped in legal language, hearing board structures, and court-like
due process proceedings (Sokolow et al., 2011). The 2011 DCL pushed institutions away
from a court-like model while challenging IHEs to develop and incorporate systems that
were more aligned with their mission of providing an educational environment. The
redaction of the 2011 and 2014 DCL has put IHEs in a conundrum of how to address
Title IX complaints. The lack of guidance from the federal government and the removal
of the 2011 and 2014 DCLs resulted in campus policies and procedures where the neutral
role of Title IX Offices is questioned in the courts and by the public. Policies filled with
legal jargon, inaccessible, and biased language can create a lack of reporting and
accessing Title IX policies on a college campus. This lack of reporting could lead to
significant safety risks and concerns for any campus community.
Studies show high levels of dissatisfaction with university policies, response, and
adjudication of sexual misconduct cases (Fisher, 2004; Karjane et al., 2002; Sable et al.,
2006). One of the components of policy dissatisfaction is the inconsistency of language
used by campuses and Federal agencies (Williamsen, 2017). Often federal laws, state
laws, federal agencies, and colleges have conflicting definitions or terms on how they
8

notate or define what is considered sexual misconduct (Iverson, 2015; Koss et al., 2014;
Sokolow, 2005: Williamsen, 2017). Until recent federal guidelines passed by the Trump
Administration, IHEs were given deference on designing policies and procedures without
much legal guidance from the federal government. Each IHE had its way of dealing with
incidents of sexual misconduct that incorporated legal mandates. Linguistically, sexual
misconduct exists within a larger cultural context of relationships, sexuality, and
communication (Bogle, 2008).
The context of sexual misconduct defined in institutional policies can be at odds with
the population experiencing the behavior. This can be attributed to those creating and
enforcing institutional policies not understanding the current situational meaning of selfidentifying as a victim/survivor of sexual misconduct. Studies show that people who, per
the legal definitions, are seen as victims of sexual misconduct do not self-label their
experience as sexual misconduct (Black et al., 2011; Fisher et al., 2010; Karjane et al.,
2002; Koss et al., 1987). Additional studies reveal the need for moving beyond gender
comparisons (Edwards et al., 2015; Gross et al., 2006; Harris, 2017; Iverson, 2017;
Johnson et al., 2016; Sabina & Ho, 2014; Wooten, 2016) to understand sexual
victimization on college campuses. The use of assumptive concepts in institutional
policies limits their effectiveness (Allan, 2008; Allen et al., 2010).
Reaching a satisfactory outcome for all involved remains elusive for those on college
campuses working in response to sexual misconduct. Higher education and law in the
U.S. are historically patriarchal (Bensimon & Marshall, 1997). Sexual misconduct
policies are subjective to political landscapes and federal priorities (New, 2016). This is
why policies addressing sexual misconduct need to be examined critically and redesigned
9

to create equitable, neutral processes free from discrimination and unaffected by political
and institutional views.
Problem
Although there have been sufficient studies on specific campus resources, less is
known about how campus communities access institutions of higher education’s sexual
misconduct policies. Specifically, a poststructural document analysis has not been
conducted on sexual misconduct policies from the lens of the Title IX Office acting as a
neutral entity. Title IX Offices and their policies and procedures must be impartial. The
problem is that not all Title IX policies are neutral/contain neutral language. This is an
issue as the non-neutral language used in these policies can create assumptions about the
policies themselves, operationalize the terms associated with sexual violence, influence
the accessibility of the policy document and the services it claims to provide, and
ultimately make the policy biased towards one party over the other thus making it not a
neutral process.
There should not be any burdens of a policy or practice that adversely affects one
sex more heavily over another (or race or national origin) (The Department of Justice,
August 12, 2021) Title IX protects every “person” (20 U.S.C. 1681) and was designed to
operate neutrally (34 CFR Part 106). The IHE Title IX grievance processes are required
by federal law to stop, prevent, and remedy sexual misconduct. This federal law also
required that the process be neutral and impartial throughout the investigation and
adjudication of a formal complaint (34 CFR§ 106.45). Policies must be free from bias or
conflict of interest for or against any party (34 CFR Part 106). Sexual misconduct
policies cannot contain biased language, text with negative connotations that show
10

impartiality towards one party over another, or language that shows deference to anyone.
The document's language choices need to be analyzed to understand the accessibility and
assumptions embedded within Title IX sexual misconduct policies and procedures. The
analysis of sexual misconduct policies will allow for an understanding of how the
language used in these policies affects access to the Title IX office as a campus resource
in stopping, preventing, and remedying sexual harassment on college campuses.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to explore the language used in sexual misconduct
policies and how it can affect the neutral role of Title IX. Additionally, this study will
address how this factor may directly impact accessibility, assist in developing stigmas or
stereotypes of accessing the Title IX office, and shed light on hidden messages within
sexual misconduct policies.
Research Questions
The following research questions guide this study and address a selected sample
of Title IX Sexual Misconduct policies at public flagship institutions found in the
southeast region of the United States. These supposed neutral policies act to provide a
process to stop, prevent, and remedy any behavior that falls under Title IX that is
blocking access to IHE’s educational programs. The research questions will assess how
these policies are conceptualized by those who employ them. This study investigates the
following research questions:
Regarding Title IX Sexual Misconduct Policies,
1. To what degree, if any, do the policies contain bias?
2. To what degree, if any, does the language in the policies determine neutrality?
11

3. Are the policies accessible?
Research Design and Conceptual Framework
I plan to use the lens of situational meaning and a social good standpoint, tools
suggested by Gee (1999) coupled with a Gender Decoder tool developed by Kat Matfield
(2016) to analyze the language used in a selection of sexual misconduct policies and
procedures. Iverson’s (2015) work introduced the concept of employing a method of
policy discourse analysis that allowed for the examination of what has been an informal
byproduct of sexual violence policies (i.e., sexual misconduct policies) such as
uncovering embedded assumptions and predominant meaning constructed around a
discourse of risk, the discourse of dependency, and discourse of rationality (Wooten &
Mitchell, 2016). Gee’s toolkit and Matfield’s (2016) bias decoder coupled with the work
already addressed by Iverson will allow for continual clarity in how to view policies and
procedures from a different angle when looking at how language from situational
meaning and social good standpoint informs meaning-making of sexual misconduct
policies.
This study employed a poststructuralist approach with policy discourse analysis.
This method to inspect university policies on sexual misconduct is being used to
comprehend how these documents frame the issue of sexual violence or “prohibited
behaviors” covered in eleven southeastern public flagship IHE’s sexual misconduct
policies and procedures. Policies were pulled from the eleven southeastern public
flagship IHEs during the comment period (October 2019 to February 2020) of the
proposed federal regulations that went into effect on August 14, 2020. The policies were
collected before the federal government would require any additional revision.
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Poststructuralism developed out of the postmodern academic line of thought
(Allen et al., 2010). Poststructuralists challenge the development of policies that result in
more equitable practices in the academy. The poststructuralist branch of research leads to
the development of the research approach that is discourse analysis. Discourse analysis is
an area of study that challenges dominant ways of understanding or viewing by analyzing
how certain constructs are socially shaped and interplay. Discourse analysis underlines
how society, community, and events occur in discourse (Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002).
This method of qualitative analysis functions within three fundamental expectations:
antirealism, constructionism, and reflexivity (Cowan & McLeod, 2004). Discourse
analysis hinges on an analyst’s sensitivity to language use. This sensitivity is utilized in
developing an “analytic toolkit,” including tools to examine the organization,
inconsistency, accountability, positionality, and discourse present in practiced societal
norms (Cowan & McLeod, 2004). This approach allows for a critical rereading of
processes within everyday societal interactions, practices, and procedures. Overall, there
are five significant traditions of discourse analysis: linguistics, cognitive psychology,
classroom interaction, poststructuralism, and literary theory, metatheoretical emphasis on
antirealism and constructionism (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2008).
This process sheds light on current practices and opens up space for alternative
reflections that can lead to institutional change. A subsection of this area of research is
policy analysis. Policy analysis looks at how language, concepts, and categories are used
in the framing of or to frame an issue(s) (Bacchi, 1999). Policies viewed through a
discourse lens can reveal ambiguity and contradictions within policies and highlight
issues with accountability and productivity of the policies. According to Wildavsky
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(1979), policy analysis is crafted and is an art form that mainly focuses on clarifying
values that inform the decision-making process. Glazer-Raymo (2008) states that policy
analysis can be viewed as tumultuous due to the ever-existing struggle between
conflicting models of decision-making, debates on appropriate tools to conduct policy
analysis, and role (be it an investment, purpose, influence, and power) of policy-makers
and stakeholders (Allan et al., 2010). IHEs are influenced by environmental contexts that
differ from other governmental or non-governmental business organizations since they
are institutions of higher learning. Governmental involvement (be it federal or state level)
into institutional policies and procedure development does occur and results in blurred
compliance lines that challenge IHE’s positionality between educational mission and
state and federal laws. The unclear position of IHEs is attributed to the continual struggle
for state and federal funding support such as student aid programs, research subsidies,
capital construction funding, scientific and technological partnerships, and
entrepreneurial projects (Allan et al., 2010). Concerns of funding force IHEs, since the
passage of the first Higher Education Act in 1972, to consider a much broader social
reality than their desired interest due to their involvement and connection to the political
realm (Lindblom, 1965).
Significance of Study
Sexual misconduct is not uncommon in campus life; it is prevalent on college
campuses (Bursik & Gefter, 2011; Edwards, 2015). All forms of sexual misconduct can
create a hostile environment and a campus culture that negatively influences the
individuals involved and undermine any university's academic mission (Dunn, 2014;
Novkov, 2016).
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Assumptions
The researcher conducted this study by collecting sexual misconduct policies
written before releasing of the Trump Administration’s new Title IX regulations and the
removal of the 2001 and 2011 DCLs. As the researcher will not conduct interviews or
surveys, all assessments are based on the documents. It is projected that an analysis of a
selection of eleven flagship Southeastern IHEs will provide enough data to answer the
research questions.
Delimitations
The researcher selected eleven flagship institutions for this study; the universities
of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. There were no definitive selection
criteria beyond being located in the Southeast and having the distinction of “flagship.”
The scope of this study will be limited to reviewing the language in these policies, not the
overall structure or makeup of each institution’s policies, staff, educational endeavors, or
campus outreach.
Limitations
The eleven flagship Title IX sexual misconduct policies for this study were
collected between October 2019 and February 2020. Collection of these policies took
place during that time because of pending federal regulations requiring the rewriting of
IHEs policies to comply with federal law. Because this guidance document was slated to
be enforceable by the federal government for the 2020-2021 academic year, most IHEs
sexual misconduct policies would be considered “interim.” To review long-standing
policies that would not be in flux, the policies were collected before the end of February
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2020. Given that the policies were collected before the 2020 Title IX Regulations, there
will be substantive changes to the policies being analyzed.
Conclusion
This study addresses an area of confusion concerning sexual misconduct policy
development. The conversation around sexual misconduct policy development exists
because colleges and universities have no generic way to write, enforce, and adjudicate
sexual misconduct cases. This lack of a concrete format has led to many institutional
sexual misconduct policies steeped in inaccessible and biased language that hinder the
neutral role of Title IX. This lack of neutrality can obstruct access and use of the Title IX
policies as a campus resource. These aforementioned areas of concern for preexisting and
newly developed sexual misconduct policies revolve around inaccessible and biased
language embedded within each policy. The data collected in this study will assist
policymakers in creating effective sexual misconduct policies and procedures. These
policies will be more accessible to the IHEs campus community (i.e., both physically and
mentally), will not have unintended subliminal messaging, biased or inaccessible
language that affects the institution’s neutral role, and will help draw attention to
institutional policies and how they could be evaluated for accessibility for campus
populations.
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CHAPTER II - LITERATURE REVIEW
Handling sexual misconduct cases is not a new venture for colleges and
universities. Many resources that colleges and universities utilize to respond to sexual
misconduct, including access to counseling, advocacy services, and medical care
(Williamsen, 2017). Responding to cases of sexual assault has been an active part of the
responsibility for anyone working in campus conduct for decades. However, the ability to
reach a satisfactory outcome that everyone (i.e., alleged victims, alleged respondents,
parents, university stakeholders, victim rights advocates, police, criminal courts,
politicians, and the public) can agree upon has remained elusive (Williamsen, 2017). This
next section will consist of a literature review of how Title IX came to be, the court cases
that shaped Title VII and Title IX, IHEs student conduct history, the legal history of Title
IX, due process, and student development. To understand the development of campus
policies and issues with their development, a knowledge base of the development of
campus conduct proceedings and how Title IX laws have shaped campus conduct
policies, acts, court cases, and Dear College Letters is essential.
By gaining this knowledge and understanding the role neutrality plays in the
grievance process for all parties involved in Title IX cases on college campuses, a better
awareness can take place on its impact on student development and understanding of
sexual misconduct policies and procedures. Sexual misconduct policies exist to inform
campus communities about their rights under Title IX, cover the grievance process, and
articulate IHEs’ role in stopping, preventing, and remedying barriers blocking access to
IHEs. If Title IX policies are not accessible, IHEs do not comply with Title IX.
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A History of Title IX
The Department of Justice enforced other federal laws to ensure equal access that
paved the way for Title IX, as we know it today. These other laws included The Equal
Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment, Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (United States Department of Justice, 2012).
The Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment requires all people be treated equally
under the law, regardless of their sex. Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 “prohibits
discrimination of the basis of race, color, sex, religion, or national origin by public
elementary, secondary, and postsecondary schools” (United States Department of Justice,
2012, p. 5). The law that would aid in the defining of Title IX policies of today is Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. This law prohibits employers, including educational
institutions, from discriminating against employees based on race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. Title VII opened the door to conversations about how sexual harassment
in the workplace could be an illegal form of sex discrimination acknowledged by the
Supreme Court in 1986 (Stein, 2001). Title VII and Title IX are two distinct statutes, but
the statutory prohibitions against sex discrimination are parallel. This is seen in the
Courts with how the jurisprudence of Title VII is frequently used as a guide to inform
Title IX (The Department of Justice, August 12, 2021).
Despite the court’s ruling, sexual harassment was not a part of the general public’s
knowledge or understanding, though many suffered from private harassment. Sexual
harassment became part of the mainstream dialogue in 1991 when law professor Anita
Hill accused Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas of sexual harassment (Gregory
2015). However, sexual harassment in the workplace is not a new concept; the struggle
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for this form of violence to be recognized lies in confusion around defining actions
considered sexual harassment. The definition of sexual harassment and what protections
exist against this form of sex discrimination have been debated since the inclusion of
women into the workforce and the establishment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
President Kennedy’s provision, also known as Title VII (Stein, 2001). Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 is indispensable for its part in the implementation and
enforcement of rights guaranteed to all Americans to labor in a workplace free of
discrimination based upon race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. In tracing Title
VII Supreme Court cases from the enactment of the Civil Rights Act, the courts
developed an understanding of how policies and procedures defined sexual harassment in
the workplace. This understanding of sexual harassment in the workplace would also play
a key role in informing the development of campus Title IX policies and procedures.
Historical background of Title VII (defining of Sexual Harassment)
All-inclusive, dominant, and commonplace are terms best used to mark
occurrences of discrimination in workplace employment from 1896 to the 1960s
(Gregory, 2015). From the beginning of industrialization in the early nineteenth century
to after the Civil War, women experienced limited access to the workforce. Restricted
workforce access was achieved by developing policies and state statutes that barred
women from employment. The Supreme Court also supported this attitude of
discrimination against women in the workforce during this time. Bradley, concurring that
“The paramount destiny and mission of women are to fulfill the noble and benign offices
of wife and mother. This is the law of the creator” (Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. 130
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(1872). These forms of discrimination and opinions of women having no place in the
workforce persisted well beyond the nineteenth century.
A shift in the access of white married women to the workforce is seen after President
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal. Though women would continue to face oppressive
employer discriminatory conduct, the number of women in the workforce significantly
increased during this time. The first mass willingness to hire women in the workforce
came in the wake of World War II when millions of men left the workplace for the
military (Burns, 1989). During this time, employers had no choice but to rely on women
to fill the vacancies left by the departing males, which doubled women in the workforce
between 1941 and 1944 (Gregory, 2015). Though this was an achievement for women
gaining access to the workforce, they were still subjected to discriminatory policies and
paid an average of sixty percent of the salaries paid to their departed male counterparts
(Burns, 1989). This new access to the workforce for women would not last, as barriers to
female employment would go back up after World War II as the departed males returned
from war. Sex discrimination would not become a topic of concern to the United States
government until the 1960s when it was added to President John F. Kennedy’s proposed
Civil Rights Act as an amended part of Title VII (Gregory, 2015).
The legislation that Kennedy planned to propose to Congress, The Civil Rights Act,
which would prohibit workplace discrimination, came when Americans were sickened by
the radical racial superiority exhibited by the Nazis (Larson, 1975). This extreme racism
was sobering to Americans and focused on America’s deplorable record of bias towards
African Americans and the need for reform (Larson, 1975). Following Kennedy’s
address, America experienced historical events still discussed today: the tragedy of the
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bombing of an African American Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama, the march on
Washington, D.C., and the iconic “I Have a Dream” speech by Martin Luther King Jr.,
which highlighted the nation’s longstanding issues with racial bias. However, the
outpouring of support for the proposed legislation would be followed by the tragic
assassination of President Kennedy. After the assassination of Kennedy, President
Lyndon B. Johnson would be tasked with pushing the legislation forward. Without
faltering, Johnson utilized the skills gained through his many years in Congress to guide
the pending bill through Congress.
Initially, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act did not include sex discrimination, though it
was a bill proposed to deal with discrimination in employment. Sex was later added,
likely hoping that its addition would cause the bill to be defeated in the House (Cushman,
2011). One key opponent of the bill was Representative Howard Smith of Virginia,
someone Kennedy foresaw as a barrier in the House to pass the bill through the Senate
(Gregory, 2015). With hopes to stop the bill in the House, Smith proposed the addition of
sex (Cushman, 2011) although, it is pertinent to note that the advancement of women’s
interests was not the intent of the decision to add sex. Rather, Smith intended to defeat
the entire bill by complicating the debate and confusing those supporting racial equality
but who were less certain when it came to extending those same rights and protections to
women (Gregory, 2015). Though this was Smith’s aim, his plan backfired once the
question of discrimination in the workforce against women reached the House floor. It
was difficult for the Senate to disregard the need for the amendment, so it was adopted by
the House (Cushman, 2011). Despite opposition to the bill, Johnson signed it into law on
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July 2, 1964. What began as a tactic to stop the bill would later result in some of the
broadest sets of legal protections ever granted to American women.
EEOC
Congress created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in
response to the Civil Rights Act, and it was tasked to administer, interpret, and enforce
Title VII. Now that discrimination in the workplace was deemed illegal, the task of
defining discrimination fell to the EEOC and to the courts, who, often, did not agree.
Congress hindered the EEOC from having any authority by stripping the EEOC the
power of administering cease-and-desist orders (Gregory, 2015). At first, this was seen as
a victory for those who opposed the Civil Rights Act, but the “victory” was short-lived.
Legal actions through personal attorneys (without the requirement of the EEOC
participation of the EEOC to take legal action) resulted in private attorneys filing claims
under Title VII. Private legal counsel would then play an integral role in making great
strides to combat discrimination in the workplace (Gregory, 2015). Though stripped of
the authority to give cease-and-desist orders, the EEOC continued to play an essential
role by issuing “reasonable cause finding(s),” which provided an opportunity for written
opinion, supported by legal rationale, to assist in the development of guidelines that
established a framework for the courts to use in cases involving suits filed by individual
workers (Gould, 1977).
After its creation, the EEOC mainly focused on resolving race complaints without
seriously considering complaints involving sex discrimination. Though sex was included
in Title VII, the EEOC hesitated to address it; instead, it focused on racial discrimination,
deemed a more urgent matter. This lack of concern from the EEOC regarding sex
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discrimination in the workplace, was evident in the early guidelines released by the
EEOC, whose position was apparent in the absence of any challenge toward established
state protective laws (assuming that Congress did not intend to disturb these existing laws
when enacting Title VII) though highly discriminatory towards women (Cushman, 2011).
These state laws included provisions that limited women’s work hours and enacted other
restrictive practices for certain positions.
The EEOC would later correct this stance and redirect its attention when Eleanor
Holmes Norton became the seventh chair of the EEOC on May 27, 1977. During her
tenure, state protective laws remained unchanged, and they continued to act as barriers to
the equal treatment of women pursuing or employed in the workplace. During her time as
the Chairman of the Commission, Norton instituted new systems that reduced the backlog
of older cases by streamlining the processing of claims to effectively initiate charges
against employers who showed patterns of discrimination against minorities and women
in the workplace (Cushman, 2011). The federal courts and the EEOC collaborated to
understand what was actionable under Title VII. It was up to these two entities to
establish what employer conduct was unlawful and how to go about proving it.
Catharine A. MacKinnon
One cannot understand Title IX without first understanding Title VII. The work
done in the courts regarding Title VII is seminal to policy and procedure interpretations
and development to all IHEs receiving federal funding. Title VII legislation defined
sexual harassment as illegal (MacKinnon, 1979). Catharine A. MacKinnon, a lawyer,
teacher, writer, and activist for sexual equality, played a significant role in establishing
sexual harassment as illegal. MacKinnon’s work also provided the terms, definitions, and
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parameters of sexually harassing behaviors that create a hostile environment. Her work
would not only apply to Title VII but also Title IX.
When the Civil Rights Act was passed, women occupied ten percent of managerial
positions and fewer than fifteen percent of professional jobs (Blumrosen, 1971). It was a
time when women were subjected to profound and pervasive discrimination and jobs with
no hope of upward mobility. The court had established that “womanhood” did not
constitute a disqualifying factor in hiring practices and to base a hiring decision on this
characteristic would violate Title VII. Another prevalent area that the courts and EEOC
were required to confront during this period was sexual harassment (Harrington, 1995).
Sexual harassment became an issue in the workplace because it reflected unequal
status between men and women. The lack of acknowledging sexual harassment as a form
of sex discrimination perpetuated an age-old belief that women need to not only be
sexually available to men but simultaneously forced women to see themselves as not
equal or as deserving of respect as men in the workplace (MacKinnon, 1979), which
contributed to the creation of a hostile and offensive work environment. This workplace
discrimination emphasized women’s sex roles over their work roles, threatening their
economic livelihood (Gutek, 1985).
The first person who drew attention to sexual harassment as an issue for women and a
form of sex discrimination in the workplace was Catherine A. MacKinnon. MacKinnon
first argued this point in her 1979 pivotal book, Sexual Harassment of Working Women,
which contended that sexual harassment, as a form of sex discrimination, enforces the
idea that women are inferior to men in the workplace. Within her book, MacKinnon
presents an argument to show that “sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimination
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needs to be taken seriously because its’ presence exemplified and promoted employment
practices which disadvantaged women in the workplace, something that is intimately
degrading and objectifying” (MacKinnon, 1979, p. 7).
Sexual harassment in the workplace undercuts women’s potential for social equality
and self-autonomy. MacKinnon’s book elaborates on this point when evaluating how
women are horizontally segregated, vertically stratified, and radically unequal regarding
income. Most women found themselves forced into what was called “women’s work”
(i.e., horizontal segregation) due to restrictions to specific jobs, policies, and laws put into
place that limited the range of viable employment based solely on sex (MacKinnon,
1979). “Women’s work” had components of routinization and was seen as inferior,
devalued, and under-compensated. This type of work often required the completion of
menial tasks similar to those of a housewife, where women were expected to take care of
or anticipate the needs of their male superiors (i.e., the development of the “office wife”).
Generally, women found jobs subordinate to men (i.e., vertical stratification), thus
systematically occupying an inferior position on the proverbial job ladder.
The experience of sexual harassment “arises from the nexus between a sexual demand
and the workplace” (MacKinnon, 1979, p. 31). MacKinnon outlined three parts that make
up the “event or incident” of discrimination: the advance, the response, and the
employment consequence (MacKinnon, 1979, p. 31). Women’s experience of sexual
harassment is divided into two forms that can be merged or stand-alone: quid pro quo
(Latin for “this for that”) and condition of work. Quid pro quo, more common in
horizontal segregation, is where sexual compliance is exchanged, or proposed to be
exchanged, for some employment opportunity or benefit. At the same time, work
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conditions arise when sexual harassment is so severe that it simply makes the work
environment unbearable (i.e., a hostile work environment) for a reasonable person
(MacKinnon, 1979).
The main arguments in MacKinnon’s book are that workplace sexual harassment
threatens women in their jobs and that there is a historically severe problem in a society
where women are treated as inferior to men (MacKinnon, 1979). She emphasizes this by
pointing out that men are just as different from women as women are from men and that
the “normal” or “reasonable” standard is based on men and their abilities. Her book
argues that “women’s place at work and in sexual relations can be seen as socially
constructed, not naturally given; public and structural, not private and individual;
separate and subordinate and not equal” (MacKinnon, 1979, p. 220). MacKinnon stressed
how things currently stood (at the time of writing her book) “sexual harassment of
working women presented a closed system of social predation in which powerlessness
builds powerlessness” (MacKinnon, 1979, p. 55). This restrictive view of sex
discrimination and harassment in the workforce would continue until 1986 when
Mechelle Vinson’s case against Meritor Savings Bank reached the Supreme Court, in a
case that would allow the Supreme Court to evaluate the matter of sexual harassment in
the workplace.
Meritor Savings Bank, FSB v. Vinson, 447 U.S. 57 (1986)
Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson was a pivotal case for sexual harassment in the
workforce where the Supreme Court ruling adopted MacKinnon’s book. Once the case
reached the Supreme Court, it allowed for the clarification of three fundamental issues: if
sexual harassment could be considered a form of sex discrimination barred by Title VII
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[*64-66] if the employer is liable to a female worker who is subjected to an offensive
work environment created by a supervisor’s acts of sexual misconduct [*73], and finally
if “voluntary” aspect of a sexual relationship between an employee and supervisor
mattered in a Title VII violation case [*79]. Clarifying these three issues would be
paramount in developing the law barring sexual harassment in the workplace and
developing three principal guidelines for adjudicating sexual harassment claims
(Cushman 2011; Gregory 2015). This is important because sexual harassment begets a
hostile or offensive environment for one’s sex and is a barrier to sexual equality within
the workplace (Henson v. Dundee, 682 F.2d 897 (11th Cir. 1982).
In Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson case the U.S. Supreme Court, in a 9-0 ruling,
confirmed that a hostile work environment did constitute a violation of Title VII [*66].
This case led to the creation of criteria for judging sexual harassment cases in the
workforce that IHEs would also adopt. Vinson started working at Meritor Saving Bank in
1974, where she received training to become a banker. While employed at Meritor,
Vinson claimed to have suffered sexual harassment during her four-year tenure from her
direct supervisor, Sidney Taylor, the bank’s vice president. Vinson claimed she was
forced to have sexual intercourse with Taylor due to fear of losing her job, was fondled
by him in front of other employees, and was raped by Taylor on several occasions. She
also claimed that Taylor had touched or fondled other female workers. Taylor denied
these allegations and stated that Vinson’s claims arose from a business-related dispute.
The bank did not support this claim, which claimed they were never made aware of
Taylor’s conduct. Because Vinson willingly engaged in a voluntary sexual relationship
with Taylor, the District Court did not hold that she was a victim of sexual harassment
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[*63]. The District Court also addressed the liability relationship during this case and
found the bank was not liable since Taylor’s conduct was never reported [*62].
This decision was contested in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit. The court ruled that the sexual harassment experienced by Vinson was made a
condition of her employment and that the voluntary nature of the sexual relationship that
the lower courts used to justify their ruling was irrelevant [*68]. With this view, the
Court of Appeals recognized that there are two categories of sexual harassment under
Title VII that are actionable: harassment in the form of sexual favors that results in the
gaining of or loss of employment benefits (quid pro quo) and harassment that creates a
hostile or offensive working environment (non-quid pro quo, i.e., condition of work). A
hostile work environment is both objectively and subjectively hostile: objective in the
sense that any reasonable person would define it as hostile or abusive; and subjective, in
that the person experiencing the harassment also perceived the harassment to be so
(MacKinnon, 1997). This second form of actionable sexual harassment led the court to
decide that the bank was liable for sexual harassment of their employees by a supervisor
even though she did not report the harassment.
This case would then proceed to the Supreme Court on March 25, 1986. By a
majority vote, the Supreme Court affirmed that allegations of sexual harassment could
include claims of a hostile work environment and were not just limited to “tangible loss”
as being actionable under Title VII [*64]. This decision led to general guidelines for
determining what behavior constituted sexual harassment.
In their majority finding, the Justices felt Vinson suffered a hostile work environment
that was sufficiently pervasive and was based upon her gender. The Justices, however,
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did feel that the district court had not erred in allowing evidence of dress and speech that
might have been provocative in the determining level of unwelcomeness Vinson might
have felt towards Taylor’s advances. Although this case is pivotal in its development and
provision of some standards when judging sexual harassment claims, the Supreme Court
did not explicitly create any definitive rule on employer liability at that time. They
disagreed that the employer should always be liable for sexual harassment conduct by
their supervisors. However, they should be held accountable for developing nondiscrimination policies and grievance procedures. For Vinson’s case, the Court felt she
had failed to use the policies and procedures [*72]. Still, it criticized the bank for policies
that did not address sexual harassment while noting that if Vinson wanted to use it to
report what was happening to her, she would have had to notify her supervisor, Taylor
[*73]. On this technicality, the Court remanded the case for additional consideration, and
it was eventually settled out of court.
After Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson
After the Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson case, legal claims filed with the EEOC
alleging sexual harassment in the workplace significantly increased. This increase is
linked to the fact that during this time (1991), the Senate was conducting a confirmation
hearing for a Supreme Court nomination. The confirmation hearing for Judge Clarence
Thomas was televised and nationally viewed. The nation watched a vivid rehashing of the
sexual harassment Anita Hill, University of Oklahoma law professor, was forced to
endure while working under Clarence Thomas’s supervision (Cushman, 2011). The
hearings grabbed the nation’s attention and expanded awareness of workplace sexual
harassment and its effect on women in the workplace. Cases filed with EEOC increased
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from 6,883 in 1991 to 10,532 in 1992 and continued to grow until 1997 when it reached
15,889 (Franklin, 1999; Sexual Harassment Charges, 1992-2000). It remained consistent
until 2010, when it peaked at 21,000 cases, a number that has remained stagnant to date
(EEOC Sexual Harassment Charges, 2010-2012).
Though these numbers are high, like other forms of sexual victimization (i.e., rape
and domestic abuse) that are historically underreported, these numbers do not truly
represent the full extent of sex discrimination present in the workplace. This is illustrated
by surveys like the one done by Levy and Paludi (1997) that showed from their sample
population that sixty percent of women in management positions experienced some form
of sexual harassment, with only fourteen percent of those women reporting and less than
one percent filing a charge or commencing legal action (Benokraitis & Feagin, 1995).
Though there is a lack of reporting, sex discrimination cases historically have done well
in the courts, recovering damages in the millions. Even when settled out of court, these
sentiments involved immense sums of money for victims (Gregory, 2015).
Congressional scrutiny and harsh criticism during Thomas’ nomination hearing led to
the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which would address victims of sexual
harassment, who, up to that point, found themselves left without any resolution. With the
influx and complexity of cases involving sexual harassment, it would once again fall to
the EEOC and courts to decipher what counted and what fell short as a violation of Title
VII regarding sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimination. The courts would
continue to rely on MacKinnon’s book and the EEOC guidelines (issued in 1980). The
EEOC stated that an act of sexual harassment would be considered as such if it is
something that “has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an individual’s
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work performance or that creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working
environment” (Cushman, 2011, p. 157). This definition of sexual harassment would spark
questions and debates on the meaning of terms like intimidating, hostile, and offensive,
how these concepts could or should be measured, and what duration of time one must
suffer to be eligible for Title VII and later Title IX protections and remedies. The
Supreme Court would not get another chance to address sexual harassment until Harris v.
Forklift System, Inc., 510 U.S. (1993).
Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc., 510 U.S. 17 (1993)
Rabideau v. Osceola Refining Co. (1986) was a case that played out in the
Appeals Court before Harris v. Forklift Systems reached the court that established the
need to prove one suffered from psychological damage from the harassment as well as
show that other work performance had suffered as a result of the alleged hostile work
environment (Cushman, 2011). When Harris v. Forklift Systems reached the court, it held
unanimously that victims need not show they suffered severe psychological injury.
Supreme Court Justice O’Connor supported this view, who wrote: “Title VII prohibits
sex discrimination and comes into play before the harassing conduct leads to a nervous
breakdown [*17]”. As long as a reasonable person could reasonably perceive the
environment as hostile or abusive, there is no need to show psychological injury.
In that case, Teresa Harris worked as a manager at Forklift Systems. The alleged
perpetrator of her sexual harassment was the president of Forklift System, Charles Hardy.
Harris claimed that Hardy constantly insulted her in front of others in regards to her
gender, occasionally asked female workers (including Harris) to fish for coins in his front
pants pocket, threw objects on the ground for women to bend over in front of him to
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retrieve, suggested that the two of them go to a hotel to negotiate her raise, and was
known to make her and other women targets of sexually inappropriate innuendoes. When
confronted by Harris (i.e., when she complained to him about his conduct), Hardy stated
he was joking, apologized, and promised to change his ways. However, the behavior
persisted when he allegedly inquired of Harris (who was in the process of closing a deal)
if she had promised to have sex with the guy to close the deal in front of the customer,
humiliating Harris. Harris eventually quit in October 1987, later filing a lawsuit against
Forklift Systems.
Harris claimed that Hardy created an abusive work environment because of her
gender [*19]. The District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee following Circuit
precedent [*20] did not rule in her favor, ruling that although Hardy’s conduct could be
considered offensive to a reasonable person, it was not “so severe” as to create an abusive
or intimidating work environment. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
affirmed a decision in a brief unpublished decision. The court believed that Hardy had
not damaged Harris’s psychological well-being. The Supreme Court granted certiorari to
resolve the conflict present among the circuits on the question of if conduct could be
actionable under Title VII if there is an established “abusive work environment,” what
that would look like, and if harassment must show both “serious effect to psychological
well-being” and lead to the suffering of an injury or just one or the other to be considered
actionable [*20].
Title VII makes it “an unlawful employment practice for an employer… to
discriminate against any individual concerning compensation, terms, conditions, and or
privileges of employment, because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin” (42
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U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1)). Meritor clarified these rights, and it was further stressed that this
language was not limited to economic or tangible discrimination. The terms, conditions,
or privileges protected by the statute included not requiring people to work in a
discriminatorily hostile or abusive environment [*21]. The Supreme Court not only
reaffirmed Meritor, but they expanded the interpretation of the kinds of harassment
actionable under Title VII. Justice O’Connor delivered the majority opinion for a
unanimous Supreme Court decision, stating that focusing on seriously affect[ed]
psychological well-being would force the factfinder’s attention on concrete psychological
harm, an element not required by Title VII [*22]. Though some examples/evidence of
egregious harassment could be present in adjudicating a case, it is not a marked boundary
of what would be considered actionable under Title VII. Because of this, the Supreme
Court reversed the judgment of the Court of Appeals [*23].
The case of Harris v. Forklift Systems decision helped clarify the concept of the need
to prove psychological damage. The ruling of this case established that a victim of sexual
harassment did not have to endure the harasser’s conduct for an extended period before
becoming eligible for remedies under Title VII. The next area of analysis for this case
was the standard for how these cases should be reviewed and what level of scrutiny is
needed.
It was stated in the lower courts that women and men, if confronted with the same
“mild” form of sexual harassment, will perceive and will most likely react in vastly
different ways to the same “mild” sexual harassment. A woman experiencing a “mild”
form of sexual harassment could see it as merely a prelude to a more violent form of
assault. In contrast, a man, who probably never experienced sexual assault, would only
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experience the conduct without fully appreciating and understanding an underlying threat
of violence that a woman, who has likely experienced some form of sexual assault, would
perceive (Mackinnon, 1997). The EEOC holds that the victim’s perspective must always
be considered. All stereotypical notions of what is deemed to be acceptable behavior
must be discarded when reviewing cases such as these (EEOC Policy Guidance 915-050,
n.d.).
Stereotypical notions of what is or is not acceptable in the workplace or educational
environment regarding sexual behavior are notions and ideals advanced mainly by men
(MacKinnon, 1997). Opinions of sexual harassment severity lay somewhere between
behaviors that could be labeled as flirtation, teasing, or isolation in one view and the
experience Vinson suffered. The Supreme Court in Forklift determined that all of the
circumstances, including the frequency of the discriminatory conduct; its severity;
whether it is physically threatening or humiliating, or a mere offensive utterance; and
whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee’s work performance meets the
definition of sexual harassment and creates a hostile work environment [*23].
Title IX, the Supreme Court, and The Office of Civil Rights
Throughout the years, there have been seminal laws, acts, court cases, letters, and
reports related to all IHEs that receive federal funding/aid and their handling of sexual
misconduct. These noteworthy pieces include Title IX, the Clery Act, the SaVE Act,
VAWA, Dear Colleague Letters, and a White House report. When most people hear the
term “Title IX,” they think of women’s athletics (Williamsen, 2017). This perception is
because Title IX has been the primary legal statute used to advocate for women’s equal
access to funding and resource support concerning athletics (Williamsen, 2017). Title IX
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is a federal law designed to ensure that everyone has equal access to education, stating
that “no person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance” (20 U.S.C. § 1681).
Although athletics is one of the areas addressed by Title IX, the act expands
beyond sports. It includes higher education, access, career education, education for
pregnant and parenting students, equal employment opportunities, adequate learning
environment resources (including math and science), sexual harassment, standardized
testing, and technology (20 U.S.C. § 1681). In tandem with Title IX, when looking at
sexual misconduct, certain court cases such as the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus
Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (Clery Act) and the Violence Against
Women Reauthorization Act (VAWA) are imperative to understanding the development
of campus policies and procedures that are paramount to addressing IHEs campus safety
when sexual misconduct is involved.
Establishment of Title IX
Before Title IX, women made up twenty-seven percent of college faculty
(Dunkle, 1969). Women in higher education leadership positions in the 1960s struggled
to obtain positions of power comparable to their male colleagues and were often put into
positions with no opportunities to advance any further in their careers (Sandler, 1986).
“Sex Discrimination” had only just entered the nation’s lexicon with the passage of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, specifically Title VII of the Act (Sandler, 2007). Many did not
even realize that sex discrimination was wrong, as it was openly known that during that
time, women needed to have higher grades and test scores to be considered for
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acceptance into college (Sandler, 2007). “Too strong of a woman” were the five words
uttered to Bernice “Bunny” Sandler in 1969 in explanation of why she was not
considered for one of the seven open faculty positions at The University of Maryland that
would result in the creation of Title IX (Sandler, 2000).
When looking at the acts, titles, amendments, and laws, it was discovered that
women in IHEs were entirely vulnerable to discrimination (Sandler 1976). Though Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act provided the language for sex discrimination and prohibited
discrimination in employment based on race, color, religion, national origin, and sex, the
act excluded “educational institutions in their educational activities.” Hence, faculty and
administrators were exempt from abiding by the Act (Sandler, 1997, p.25). Though Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act prohibited discrimination based on race, color, and national
origin in federally assisted programs, the Title did not cover sex discrimination. This
means that students too were not protected against sex discrimination in their educational
institutions (Sandler, 1997). The Equal Pay Act prohibited discrimination in salaries
based on sex exempted all professional and administrative employees, including faculty.
Until this point, no cases had been brought to the Supreme Court on the grounds of the
Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution, assured all persons “equal protection of the
law,” had ruled in favor of women (Sandler, 1997).
This information did not stop Sandler’s research for combatting sex
discrimination in IHEs. Sandler started to do more extensive research on what was done
during the Civil Rights movement to break down segregated school systems and
employment discrimination for Blacks in hopes of learning what might be germane to
women’s issues (Sandler, 1997). The breakthrough for her research happened when she
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was reading a report of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights on the impact of antidiscrimination laws on race discrimination. This report included information about
Presidential Executive Order 11246 prohibiting federal contractors from discrimination in
employment based on race, color, religion, and national origin (Sandler, 1997). This
document also included a footnote that stated Executive Order 11246 was amended by
President Johnson to include “discrimination based on sex” (Sandler, 2007). This
amendment, Executive Order 11375, was effective as of October 13, 1968. Since most
universities and colleges had federal contracts, Sandler had found the legal route to
combat sex discrimination, even though few people knew about it at the time (Sandler,
1997).
This information was used along with guidance from Vincent Macaluso (also
called the Godfather of Title IX) of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
at the Department of Labor to file the first official complaint in January of 1970 against
universities and colleges to bring about the enforcement of Executive Order 11375
(Sandler, 1997). Sandler would join forces with a small women’s rights organization, the
Women’s Equity Action League (WEAL), to begin a national campaign that asked for an
immediate compliance review of all institutions and colleges holding federal contracts
(Sandler, 1997). In the next two years, approximately 250 charges against institutions,
with another 100 or so complaints filed by other individuals and organizations were filed
(Sandler, 1997). The filing of charges, a letter campaign, and a speech by Martha
Griffiths, a representative Of WEAL’s national advisory board, to the U.S. Congress on
discrimination against women in education, on March 9, 1970, resulted in the first
contract compliance investigation on sex discrimination at Harvard University (Sandler
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1997). The Department of Labor also issued its long-awaited Sex Discrimination
Guideline for federal contractors in June of 1970. The Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) issued a memorandum to all field personnel to include sex
discrimination in the compliance investigations (Sandler, 1997).
Student Conduct and Title IX in IHEs
Title IX and its handling on IHE campuses’ is unlike any other type of campus
conduct. Though the courts gave preference to IHEs in the past when it came to
establishing campus rules and regulations, Title IX policies are entrenched with legalistic
language. There is often criticism of sexual misconduct policies being unfair to all parties
involved (Triplett, 2012). IHEs must respond appropriately to sexual misconduct. This
obligation lies in the impact that sexual misconduct has on those directly involved, as
well as friends, housemates, teammates, and families (Willimasen, 2017).
Dixon v. Alabama State Board of Education (1961) shifted the framework of how
student conduct was handled on IHE campuses away from in loco parentis to a
framework of due process. This court case centered around several African American
students expelled for misconduct based on their involvement in nonviolent civil rights
demonstrations without receiving a fair trial. This case remains the leading case on due
process, the legal requirement that the state must respect all legal rights that are owed to a
person, as the decision reaffirmed that all students had a right to due process before their
status as students could be altered or affected when dealing with student misconduct
(Lowery, 2008).
From this case, two essential procedural safeguards were established to assure that all
parties were given due process: (1) notice of specific charges and grounds for the charges
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in accordance with the IHE disciplinary code, and (2) an opportunity to be heard, in other
words, a hearing that embodied a basic adversarial process that was fair while not having
to be a full-fledge criminal trial (Weizel, 2012). Federal courts uphold the ruling in the
Dixon case but often require IHEs to consider fleshing out the verdict of Dixon to include
a totality of four procedural safeguards: (1) notifying students of the charges filed against
them, (2) advising students of not only the nature of the charge but also the evidence
supporting the claims, (3) allowing students to have a hearing where they can present
their side in their own words/defense, and (4) making sure that all disciplinary sanctions
are only based on “substantial evidence” gathered from the hearing (Weizel, 2012). This
balance of procedural safeguards is further complicated when adding procedural
requirements imposed on public IHEs by Title IX regulation and guidance documents.
IHEs must treat alleged victims and accused students equitably to ensure a hostile
learning environment is not created. To make sure IHEs are providing equitable treatment
to all parties involved while being mindful of not potentially traumatizing an alleged
victim in sexual misconduct cases. Best practices are to communicate with the
complainant when the responding party will be notified of charges, inform the parties of
no-contact order options between parties, use the “preponderance of the evidence
standard,” allow the complainant the power to choose to participate or not in the
investigation, provided a prompt resolution process, allowing for no direct contact
between parties while presenting their side of the event in the hearing, and informing
both parties of the outcomes and sanctions related to the case (Sokolowet et al., 2011).
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 presented organizations like IHEs with ambiguous legal
mandates with no guidance on how the Federal government defined compliance or how
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IHEs were expected to comply. Laws that regulate organizations, like IHEs, are open to
social construction because they tend to be ambiguous and politically contested (Edelman
et al., 1999). When new laws are announced, those subjected to them must determine
what compliance is and what actions must take place to get in compliance (Edelman
1992). After the passing of The Civil Rights Act of 1964, "grievance procedures”
emerged as the primary symbol of nondiscrimination and the most rational way for
employers to protect themselves from legal liability. Grievance procedures provide due
process and fair treatment in addressing discrimination (Edelman et al., 1999).
Organizations incorporated grievance procedures into their policies to prove compliance
with legal mandates.
Public schools or institutions receiving federal funds are considered state actors under
the Fourteenth Amendment. They must offer due process in any disciplinary proceeding
that a possibility of depriving a student of an interest that falls within the meaning of
“life, liberty, or property” exists (Weizel, 2012). These terms were first defined in 1972’s
Board of Regents of State Colleges v. Roth. Property interest is a “legitimate claim of
entitlement” that stems from “existing rules or understandings” while liberty interest had
to do with the freedom to “enjoy those privileges long recognized… as essential to the
pursuit of happiness by free men,” like marriage and the right to pursue a chosen
occupation (408 U.S. 564). These terms were first applied to primary and secondary
school students in Gross v. Lopez (1974) and later extended to public colleges and
universities.
Students had a stronger claim of entitlement to their education since they paid a fee to
attend any state-run IHE (Weizel, 2012). During the early 1980s, to avoid legal problems,
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the value of adopting internal grievance procedures was to reduce both the number of
lawsuits and the potential for liability should lawsuits occur (Edelman et al., 1999).
Utilizing this method allowed for an option to resolve complaints internally, and also in
incidents of an external complaint being filed. The courts would look favorably on
organizations that had taken steps to provide internal due process. Looking favorably on
IHEs with grievance procedures is most often connected with discussions of sexual
harassment claims (Edelman et al., 1999).
OCR mandated that grievance procedures be incorporated into IHEs Title IX policies
as they provided a way to internally resolve Title IX complaints and provide due process
(DCL, 1997). Specific guidance and proposed rules for Title IX are in constant flux
depending on political power shifts, so colleges and universities are held to constantly
shifting standards (Janson, 2020). “Title IX law is vague, and organizations must
generate their own notions of compliance” (Janson, 2020, p. 124). IHEs policies and
procedures that manage Title IX have different contested levels of responsibility for
addressing incidents of sex discrimination among three different jurisdictions: criminal,
civil, and institutional (Janson, 2020). Title IX is a civil, not criminal, law that defers
responsibility to IHEs, not individuals, to implement policies and procedures to offer
redress that do and can differ remarkably from the criminal justice approach (Collins,
2016). The absence of guidance of what these procedures and policies should look like
resulted in a lack of consensus over definitions of critical terms (Temkin & Krahѐ, 2008),
policies enmeshed with legal language (Corrigan 2013), and gendered power imbalances
(Janson, 2020). Title IX policies can also include persistent stereotypes, bias, and gender
prejudice (Temkin & Krahѐ, 2008). Under VAWA and amendments to the Clery Act, the
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grievance process offered by IHEs must be “prompt, fair and impartial” (Dunn, 2014, p.
578). IHEs Title IX policies are used as evidence of fair treatment in the courts. They
have become an accepted part of the legal argument in discrimination lawsuits for IHEs
not being found liable (Edelman et al., 1999).
To comply, IHEs have incorporated grievance policies that align with the courts. Due
to this consideration, Title IX policies and procedures are hyper legal conscious and full
of legal language. The language used in Title IX policies impacts understanding of Title
IX on IHEs campuses (Janson, 2020). Many students in IHEs do not understand the
criminal justice system. Students lack understanding due to all the legal language in the
campus options for adjudicating sexual assault in IHEs Title IX processes. Current Title
IX practices are starting to resemble an extension of, rather than diversion from, the
criminal justice framework due to the recent federal mandates (i.e., Trump 2017 Federal
Regulations) (Collins, 2016; Dunn, 2014). This lack of understanding of rights and
protections under Title IX persists even though IHEs are required to provide mandatory
Title IX educational training to their campus community (Janson, 2020).
With the shift to a focus on due process and duty to care, most IHEs base policies on
models that incorporate heavy legal language and court processes (Williamsen, 2017).
This approach can restrict students or the campus community from accessing rights
protected by Title IX sexual misconduct policies. Legal definitions surrounding sexual
assault are profoundly disconnected (Janson, 2020). The disconnection of definitions of
sexual assault also exists between those administrating Title IX policies and those
experiencing sexual misconduct. “Federal guidance has often led to non-discrimination
and grievance procedures that are written through the lens of legal compliance and not
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with language or formatting that is most accessible to students in crisis” (Dunlap et al.,
2018, p. 422).
Clear sexual misconduct definitions are pivotal for adjudicating sexual misconduct
cases (Graham et al., 2017). Those experiencing sexual misconduct do not always
perceive sexual assault as a crime (Brubaker, 2009; DeMatteo et al., 2015). Studies have
shown that more than half of those who experienced legally defined rape do not perceive
their experience as rape due to stigmas of rape being violent and perpetrated by a
stranger, as opposed to acquaintance rape, which accounts for the vast majority of
campus rapes (Fisher et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2017; Jozkowski, 2015; Megan, 2014).
Though federal terms of sexual misconduct may be appropriate terms for institutional
policies, investigations, or conduct proceedings, students rarely apply these terms to their
experiences (McCart et al., 2013). There must be clarity of what constitutes sexual
misconduct so that misconceptions can be addressed to reduce reporting barriers and
access supportive measures to stop, prevent, and remedy sexual misconduct. For this
reason, there is an argument for those working in student conduct systems to incorporate
many approaches to deal with student conflict that can help remove the legal/criminal
language, such as mediation, conflict coaching, and restorative justice (Williamsen,
2017). This approach helps to ensure students are treated as students and helps prevent
re-traumatizing victims of sexual misconduct and assist those participating in campus
Title IX conduct procedures to understand the differences between the campus and
criminal/legal processes (Stoner, 1998).
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Studies done on Title IX Policies
Universities are faced with the dilemma of providing equal treatment that ensures
due process rights for all parties accessing the formal Title IX grievance process. The
Title IX grievance process is by law required to be impartial (VAWA, 1994) and
administrated by a neutral Title IX Coordinator (Brubaker & Mancini, 2017; Guidance,
1975). Policies are “complex, inherently political, and infused with values” (Winton,
2013, p. 159). Studies have shown variation in how IHEs respond to sexual violence and
develop Title IX-related policies and procedures (Karjane et al., 2000; Richards, 2016).
Richards (2019) found that there was a 58% improvement in IHEs (from 27% to 85%)
having Title IX policies and grievance procedures addressing sex discrimination and
sexual violence in comparison to Karjane et al.’s (2005) study. This study also showed
the improved rates of IHEs providing information to victims of sexual assault in
preserving evidence after an assault and their rights in reporting to campus authorities
and law enforcement (Richards, 2019). Over time, IHEs have developed and
implemented various policies and procedures designed to stop, prevent, and remedy
sexual violence while assisting the campus community with supportive measures (Perkins
& Warner, 2017).
Studies have been made addressing the barriers to disclosing sexual assault, as well as
on students’ perceptions of sexual assault at IHEs, research on student’s perceptions,
understanding, and knowledge of campus sexual assault policies and services (Garcia et
al., 2012, Mancini et al., 2016; Nasta et al., 2005; Streng & Kamimura, 2017). Though
there are few studies specifically on Title IX policies, there are some studies on the
development of Title IX policies, the structure of Title IX policies, and the use of
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language in Title IX policies. These studies explore how Title IX policies are used,
understood, and accessed by the community they are designed to protect.
Development of Title IX Policies
One body of literature looks at factors that affected the development of Title IX
policies. Some researchers see Title IX policies as a solution to the problem that is sexual
assault (Cantalupo, 2011; Hawkesworth 1988; Jackson et al., 2013; Janoski, Gegory,
2019). According to Ball (1993) and Marshall (1999), policies like Title IX are solutions
to the problem of sexual assault because the policies are tools to the production of
knowledge around sexual assault. Being educated on Title IX policies allows IHEs’
campus community to develop meaning or make sense of sexual assault and why it
happens on college campuses. Meaning-making is how individuals make sense of
acquired knowledge, experiences, and relationships related to their perception of self
(Kegan, 1994). Meaning-making focuses on the evolution of consciousness and how one
organizes experiences to form the meaning of an event (Kegan, 1982). People choose to
make meaning of their experiences based on assumptions that can only change or be
challenged when one encounters dissonance (Piaget, 1950). The idea of dissonance, first
broached by Perry (1970), does not match up to previously formed assumptions of an
event, theory, or phenomenon. Before accessing higher education, there is a lack of
education around Title IX (Karjane et al., 2000). Being able to form meaning around
topics of sexual assault and being challenged on prior assumptions can result in the
understanding of what behaviors are violations of Title IX policies, rights under Title IX
at IHEs, and what protections are in place in accessing an educational environment that is
free from sexual harassment and discrimination.
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The other body of research around Title IX policy development focuses on the
importance of risk reduction. When looking at studies on risk reduction, the focus is on
how IHEs use Title IX policies to manage risk. In their research, Potter et al. (2000)
found that some Title IX policies only addressed risk reduction and helped IHEs manage
risk as a means to show compliance and not a mechanism to prevent sexual assault at
IHEs. A focus on compliance like Moylan’s (2016) study showed unintended
consequences such as the interpretation of federal policies that increased the involvement
of campus administrators. These campus administrators only seemed to care about
compliance with federal mandates instead of improving prevention of sexual assault
programming and IHEs response to survivors of sexual violence (Moylan, 2016). The
risk reduction approach to Title IX policy development results in IHEs only maintaining
compliance. It was not a question on if Title IX policies existed, but if students were
willing to use them, as students felt that IHEs that did not put survivors’ needs first,
rather, they operated purely to mitigate their own institutional risk or liability in the
courts (Marques et al., 2020). This body of research in IHEs Title IX policies has resulted
in studies highlighting how survivors of sexual assault are harmed or alienated when
accessing Title IX policies, making them question the effectiveness of Title IX policies
(Moylan, 2016; Moylan & Hammock, 2019). Marques et al. (2020) study explored
students’ perceptions of sexual assault policies focusing specifically on how trust factors
into reporting sexual victimization and use of supportive services are hindered when
IHEs take a risk management approach to Title IX policy development (Marques et al.,
2020).
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There is limited research about policy implementation processes at IHEs and the
impact of campus reforms on Title IX policy development (Moyan & Hammock, 2019).
This leads to another area of research around the development of Title IX policies. IHEs
tend to be quick in creating policies, but lack research on how policies are perceived and
what their outcomes are for each IHE (Delong et al., 2018; Dowler et al., 2014; Mancini
et al., 2016, 2017; Newins et al., 2018; Richards, 2019).
Richard’s (2019) study illustrated the need for data-driven decision-making in Title
IX policy development. This missing knowledge limits policy makers’ ability to make
data-driven decisions in developing Title IX policies that are compliant with federal,
state, local, and institutional mandates and truly address sexual violence at IHEs
(Richards, 2019). Dowler et al. (2014) identified how campus policies do not address the
broader culture of violence that permeates across campus. While Streng and Kaminura’s
(2017) work similarly noted the disconnect between Title IX policies and the broader
campus understanding of sexual assault in addressing rape myths, implementation, and
perception of Title IX policies. Without studies on how Title IX policies are being
understood and used by IHE campus communities, Richards (2019) highlights how
advancements in Title IX policies to truly meet the campus community's needs are
hindered.
Structure of Title IX Policies
The next main body of studies done regarding Title IX policies is on the structure
of the policies. These studies examine the role of power in campus sexual assault
policies, specifically the power dynamics between IHEs and student survivors (Abramsky
et al., 2014; Driessen, 2020; Phipps, 2010). Understanding the role power plays in the
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structure of Title IX policies stressed the importance of critically examining the
relationship between current policies and their influence on shaping campus response.
These studies typically use a feminist analysis lens to assess the impact of campus Title
IX policies. Utilizing this lens, they often found that Title IX policies failed to support the
values, agency, autonomy, and empowerment of survivors of sexual assault (Brubaker,
2018; Driessen, 2020; Holland et al., 2018; Perkins & Warner, 2017; Richards et al.,
2017). Driessen (2020) articulates in their study, using a feminist analysis lens, that
power dynamics in Title IX policies and the federal guidelines resulted in an imbalance
that focused Title IX policy development that does not support survivors’ power. Though
these policies protect the entire campus community, they often are crafted in a way that
disregards sex (Driessen, 2020).
The feminist gender-based model of Title IX policy development was also supported
by Richards and Branch’s (2017) research. Their study pushed for this approach as it
would change one person’s life and reform Title IX policies and procedures to better
meet the needs of all survivors (Richards & Branch, 2017). Richards and Branch (2017,
p. 106) state that a gender-neutral response to Title IX policy creation “relies on the
assumption that men and women are the same and fails to consider differences in the
experiences of victims based on gender and sexual orientation as well as gendered
expectations by others.” The researchers continue to say that adherence to a genderneutral model increases the risk of victim-blaming and perpetuating rape myths and other
forms of gendered violence. If IHEs standardize their policies, they assert practices that
lack sensitivity to gender power dynamics and are biased (Richards & Branch, 2017).
Iverson’s (2017) study also cautioned the use of standardization in creating Title IX
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policies, stressing that context was essential when creating a Title IX policy. Iverson
(2017, p. 65) stated that “standardization of policies fails to recognize and reflect the
unique missions, histories, regional differences, and demographics of colleges and
universities.”
These studies disregard the legal requirement of impartiality in Title IX processes
(VAWA, 1994). If Title IX policies and grievance procedures were to be written from a
feminist gender-based model perspective, which would give preference to survivors, they
would not be neutral processes. A gender-based model might be helpful regarding the
administration of education on Title IX and the administration or assistance with
supportive measures. Still, equal supportive measures are federally required for all parties
accessing IHEs Title IX grievance processes (DCL, 1975). Though IHEs are given
preference on incorporating their institutional missions, values, and unique differences,
federally required components must be part of Title IX policies and grievance
procedures. One of those requirements is that all parties have due process rights to an
impartial process managed by a neutral representative of the IHE.
Use of Language in Title IX Policies
The purpose of this study will be to look at the neutrality of language and its use
in a selection of IHEs Title IX policies and procedures. Some studies have looked at the
language used in Title IX policies but not the neutrality of the language in Title IX
policies. There have been studies done evaluating assumptive concepts in Title IX
policies, inconsistency in definitions within Title IX policies, and some cover how policy
language has implications for IHE preventative response. The studies considering the use
of assumptive concepts in Title IX policies found that this type of language limited the
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effectiveness of Title IX policies (Allan, 2008; Allan et al., 2010; Bacchi, 1999; Ball,
1993; Delong et al., 2018; Scheurich, 1994).
Studies focused on unclear and inconsistent legislation definitions that inform
IHEs policies highlighted access issues IHE communities had to Title IX policies
(Graham et al., 2017; Perkins & Warner, 2017; Weiss & Lasky, 2017). The lack of
consistent definitions resulted in policies steeped in what they described as rape myths
(Kafonek & Richards, 2017). There are also a few studies assessing how policy language
has implications for prevention and response efforts at IHEs when addressing sexual
assault (Allan, 2008; Allan et al., 2010; Bacchi, 1999; Ball, 1993; DeGue et al., 2014;
Iverson & Issadore, 2018; Scheurich, 1994). Language use within Title IX policies is a
growing field of research. The construction of these policies has implications on
accessibility, campus safety, and established rights of all IHEs campus communities.
Conclusion
As IHEs strive to continue to connect community members to necessary campus
resources to promote personal and professional development and a safe, educational
environment, the need to understand how students comprehend campus policies like
those around sexual misconduct is essential. When reviewing the current literature and
studies around sexual misconduct policies, it becomes apparent that knowledge,
accessibility, and utilization limitations can be linked to poorly structured policies.
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CHAPTER III - METHODOLOGY
This study aims to inform more effective policy development and add to the
literature on the importance of the accessibility of sexual misconduct policies and
procedures to make meaning of them. Although there have been studies on the
development, structure, and use of language in the formation of policies, a poststructural
document analysis has not been conducted on these policies from the lens of situational
meaning and a social good standpoint, tools suggested by Gee (1999). Iverson’s (2017)
work introduced the concept of employing a method of policy discourse analysis that
allowed for the examination of what has been an informal byproduct of sexual violence
policies (i.e., sexual misconduct policies) such as uncovering embedded assumptions and
predominant meaning constructed around a discourse of risk, the discourse of
dependency, and discourse of rationality (Wooten & Mitchell, 2016).
These standpoints supplied by Gee coupled with the work addressed by Iverson
will allow for continual clarity in how to view policies and procedures from a different
angle when looking at how language, policy structure, and power from situational
meaning and social good standpoint informs sexual misconduct policies. This analysis
will show how sexual misconduct policies can be understood, accessed, and then used by
campus communities to protect rights and connect to valuable resources. With this in
mind, this study explores the neutrality of language and its use in sexual misconduct
policies and how these factors can affect accessibility, assist in developing underlying
assumptions, and shed light on power dynamics within sexual misconduct policies.
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Research Design
This study will employ a poststructuralist approach with policy discourse
analysis. This approach will be used to inspect university policies on sexual misconduct
to comprehend how these documents frame the issue of sexual violence or “prohibited
behaviors” covered in eleven different institutional sexual misconduct policies and
procedures. Poststructuralism developed out of the postmodern academic line of thought
(Allen, 2010). Poststructuralists challenge the development of policies that result in more
equitable practices in the academy. The poststructuralist branch of research brought forth
the research approach of discourse analysis. Discourse analysis is an area of study that
challenges dominant ways of understanding or viewing by analyzing how certain
constructs are socially shaped and interplay. Discourse analysis underlines how society,
community, and events occur in discourse (Phillips & Jorgensen, 2002).
This method of qualitative analysis functions within three fundamental
expectations: antirealism, constructionism, and reflexivity (Cowan & McLeod, 2004).
Discourse analysis hinges on an analyst’s sensitivity to language use. This sensitivity is
utilized in developing an “analytic toolkit,” including tools to examine the organization,
inconsistency, accountability, positionality, and discourse present in practiced societal
norms (Cowan & McLeod, 2004). This approach allows for a critical rereading of
processes within everyday societal interactions, practices, and procedures. Overall, there
are five major traditions of discourse analysis: linguistics, cognitive psychology,
classroom interaction, poststructuralism, and literary theory, metatheoretical emphasis on
antirealism and constructionism (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2008).
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This process sheds light on current practices and opens up space for alternative
reflections that lead to institutional change. A subsection of this area of research is policy
analysis. Policy analysis looks at how language, concepts, and categories are used to
frame an issue (Bacchi, 1999). Policies as discourse, while revealing the ambiguity and
contradictions of current policies, highlight issues with accountability, productivity, and
the sustaining of the status quo. According to Wildavsky (1979), policy analysis is
crafted and is an art form that mainly focuses on clarifying values that inform the
decision-making process. Glazer-Raymo (2010) states that policy analysis can be viewed
as tumult due to the ever-existing struggle between conflicting models of decisionmaking, debates on appropriate tools to conduct policy analysis, and role (be it
investment, purpose, influence, and power) of policy-makers and stakeholders (Allan et
al., 2010).
IHEs are influenced by environmental contexts that differ from other
governmental or non-governmental business organizations since they are institutions of
higher learning. Though there are different contexts to consider for IHEs, governmental
involvement in institutional policies and procedures does occur and thus blur the lines
and change the positionality between educational mission and the state and federal laws
and the legal process. The unclear position of IHEs can be attributed to the continual
struggle for state and federal funding support such as student aid programs, research
subsidies, capital construction funding, scientific and technological partnerships, and
entrepreneurial projects (Allan et al., 2010). Concerns of funding force IHEs, since the
passage of the first Higher Education Act in 1972, to consider a much broader social
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reality than their desired interest due to their involvement and connection to the political
realm (Lindblom, 1965).
Data Sources
The data for this study will consist of eleven sexual misconduct policies and
procedures selected from the Southeast United States flagship institutions. These eleven
states are Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. Flagship is a term coined from
the lead ship in navy maneuvers. A university with this title is in a leadership position to
shape society and regional economies (Douglass, 2016). Flagship institutions were
selected as most state IHEs look to see what the flagship is doing when federal legal
mandates are issued to college campuses.
The eleven flagship IHLs policies were collected between October 2019 and
February 2020 due to the impending changing federal regulations. The list provided a
search of the eleven institutional websites for each campus, first looking for the mention
of Title IX (the typical office that houses institutional sexual misconduct policies and
procedures) on their homepage. If no information was accessible on the homepage using
the search function for A-Z or if that did not exist, the search bar with keywords: sexual
violence (or misconduct or assault) policy. All had content related to sexual violence
(from policies to prevention efforts). The sexual misconduct/ harassment policies were
standalone policies and procedures or part of the Student/Faculty/Staff
Handbooks/Manuals. Follow-up Google searches resulted in sexual misconduct policies
found within student/faculty/staff handbooks or manuals that were somewhat hard to
access and navigate. All institutions addressed sexual misconduct and what to do if a
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campus community member experiences sexual misconduct on or off-campus though the
structure, internal text, and additional resources varied vastly between them.
Situating the Study
The data collected for this study will consist of policies and procedures covering
sexual misconduct at eleven IHEs. All institutions reviewed were four-year,
coeducational institutions with varying numbers of students. Each accepts some form of
federal aid/assistance and is thus held accountable to state and federal laws; accordingly,
they must address and respond to allegations of sexual misconduct. This obligation has
resulted in the formation of sexual misconduct policies reviewed for this study.
Data Analysis
Discourse analysis is not always tied to language but also the context of ideas,
issues, and themes that are expressed in both oral and written formats (Leech &
Onwuegbuzie, 2008). This study will employ Gee’s (1999) method of policy discourse
analysis, primarily the politics building and situational meaning tools (Gee, 1999), to
assess the language used in the policies. These tools will allow for an analysis of the
policies to see if they are truly neutral. The first round of coding will be done by a lineby-line reading of each policy to identify and code for text within the policies that could
show bias or language that affects policy neutrality in positive and negative ways. To
assess the bias in the language, a bias decoder tool will be used. This tool is adapted from
Kat Matfield’s Gender Decoder for jobs based on Danielle Gaucher, Justin Friensen, and
Aaron C. Kay’s work. Their study on gendered inequalities published in the Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology showed the effects of gendered language in the
application process to join the workforce. This work can also be applied to the language
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accessibility of institutional policies like Title IX. The second reading will group codes
and organize them into categories or themes. Codes will be clustered according to similar
categories to identify overarching themes. Reviewing the policies in this manner will
allow for the consideration of the accessibility/inaccessibility of these policies and their
assumptions when considering what these policies mean for people who are attempting to
access them.
One toolkit to use when conducting a discourse analysis includes the sevenbuilding tasks posed by Gee (2005). Gee (2005) conceptualized seven building tasks
(significance, activities, identities, relationships, politics, connections, sign systems, and
knowledge) that he later repurposed into analytical tools used in document analysis. Gee
(2011) believe that discourse analysis studies language in use or action. Gee’s approach
to discourse analysis is tied closely to language structure (grammar) and looks at meaning
in social, cultural, and political terms. Gee uses the term “tool” to ask a specific question
of data. This approach allows for a closer look at the details of language, be it written or
oral, and a way to tie discovered facts together to understand better what a speaker or
writer means, intends, and seeks to do or accomplish by the way language has been
utilized. The suggested tools are presented in four overarching units divided into 27 tools.
The first unit area is in language and context that housed the first six
recommended tools, The Deixis Tool, The Fill-in Tool, The Making Strange Tool, The
Subject Tool, The Intonation Tool, and The Frame Problem Tool. The second unit is
titled saying, doing, and designing which consists of analytical tools seven through
twelve (The Doing and Not Just Saying Tool, The Vocabulary Tool, The Why this Way
and Not that Way Tool, The Integration Tool, The Topics and Themes Tool, and The
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Stanza Tool). Tools 13-22 (The Context is Reflexive Tool, The Significance Building
Tool, The Activities Building Tool, The Identities Building Tool, The Relationships
Building Tool, The Politics Building Tool, The Connections Building Tool, The
Cohesion Tool, The Sign Systems and Knowledge Building Tool, and The Topic Flow or
Topic Channing Tool) fall in Unit three, building things in the world. Lastly, unit four
looked at theoretical tools 23- 27, The Situated Meaning Tool, The Social Languages
Tool, The Intertextuality Tool, The Figured Worlds Tools, and The Big “D” Discourse
Tool. For my study, I will utilize two tools, one located in the third unit and the other in
the fourth unit looking at how things are built in the world and theoretical tools. The
chosen tools are the Politics Building Tool (tool number 18) and the Situated Meaning
Tool (tool number 23) (Gee, 2010).
Gee’s politics building tool refers to politics in a government context but from the
distribution of social good approach. He defines social good as anything considered a
“good” worth having. This idea is built and destroyed with language. Society is full of
things considered “social goods”; some by everyone in society, like being treated with
respect. Others might only be viewed as a “good” by specific sub-groups, such as the
right to possess a firearm. Differing viewpoints on social goods can cause conflict when
deprived of a viewed social good (Gee, 2011). For this study, an assessment will be done
on whether the policies are neutral as these policies can be considered to be a venue for
“social good” when it comes to IHEs role in stopping, preventing, and remedying
incidents of sexual misconduct that might block a person’s access to higher education a
“social good.”
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Situated meaning looks at words and phrases in actual contexts of use that do not
always have precise denotations. One has to figure out what is meant based on what is
said or other aspects of the present context. The way readers or listeners situate the
meaning of words or phrases is subjective to previous experiences and knowledge. The
situated meaning tool was selected because institutional policies assume a certain level of
experience and knowledge in using sexual misconduct policies. Sexual misconduct
policies do not consider the different ways present policies and procedures, like those
around sexual misconduct, are sensationalized. The chosen formatting of the structure of
an IHE, the process described within the policies, positionality implied or not of the
institution, the language used in defining terms or just used throughout the text, and the
roles assigned that depict power dynamics are all contexts that can be sensationalized
depending on who is reading the document.
Trustworthiness
My personal and professional development throughout my master’s and doctoral
education have given me a plethora of knowledge and experiences to draw upon while
filling my role as an “instrument” throughout any analysis of data collected. I took an
active part in gaining practicum hours with the student conduct board and the Title IX
office while completing my master’s degree. My work with the conduct board allowed
me to facilitate training, civility program design, and act as a hearing officer for conduct
cases. I have administered compliance programming through the Title IX Office, helped
develop outreach opportunities, worked on policy development, sexual misconduct data
collection and analysis, and organized bystander intervention programming. The Title IX
office has provided opportunities to liaise with student groups like the Student
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Government Association (SGA) and the campus-wide program “It’s on US” campaign. I
also gained experience in policy writing, state bill summarization, Office of Civil rights
(OCR) review, and investigation hearing note-taking.
Also, while continuing my education, I have engaged in different research areas
resulting in grant writing and publication. I have developed four grants and worked on
three publications. I have worked on foundations grants with the Title IX Office to garner
funding for bystander intervention training. While completing my master’s degree, I
developed a published research manuscript that focuses on electronic aggression and
social media’s role in cyberbullying and harassment. Because of my graduate education
and employment in the Title IX Office I have expanded my training, skills, and
presentation abilities. These experiences have allowed for an inside perspective on the
development of sexual assault policies and procedures, an understanding of how the
process can affect those using it, common barriers to using sexual assault policies, and
experience dissecting and rewriting sexual misconduct policies. These experiences allow
for a proper understanding of this topic. Due to prior knowledge and experiences,
research bias is a significant limitation. I will monitor my personal biases by taking
detailed notes of my thought process and coding method.
Conclusion
This study will add to the literature and help identify potential patterns in
language used that needs to be addressed in current sexual misconduct policies. Although
ample studies have been done on the benefits of specific campus resources, a
poststructural document analysis has not been conducted on sexual misconduct policies
to understand how these policies are being accessed and understood. With this in mind,
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this study explores how language use in sexual misconduct policies situate sexual
misconduct. This study focuses on how language could create and restrict accessibility in
sexual misconduct policies.
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CHAPTER IV – ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
This study examined the use of language in Title IX sexual misconduct policies
from eleven southeastern flagship institutions. The purpose of this study was to explore
the language used in sexual misconduct policies and the effects of language on the neutral
role of Title IX by utilizing a poststructural document analysis approach as described in
Chapter III. Title IX sexual misconduct policies typically are standalone policies that
outline a university’s responsibility to addressing, stopping, preventing, and remedying
any effects of prohibited conduct that fall under Title IX. The researcher discovered five
themes revealing the types of language present in Title IX sexual misconduct policies.
The discovered themes were: (1) procedural language, (2) legal language, (3) contesting
language, (4) gendered language, and (5) neutral language. The researcher used these
discovered themes to organize the text in the policies to identify patterns and situated
meanings behind each theme. In this chapter, the researcher presents the study’s findings.
In Chapter V, the researcher uses the results to answer the study’s research questions to
provide implications and recommendations for future research.
Introduction to Data
IHEs are required by federal law to address, stop, prevent, and remedy any effects
of sex discrimination, as defined under Title IX, for IHEs’ students, employees, and third
parties (U.S. Department of Education, 2011). The process by which IHEs complete this
requirement is outlined in university sexual misconduct policies managed by designated
Title IX Coordinators. The data for this study consisted of sexual misconduct policies
selected from eleven southeastern United States flagship institutions. The eleven
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southeast states chosen for this study are Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia.
The eleven flagship IHEs policies were collected between October 2019 and
February 2020 before the new federal regulations from the Trump Administration. The
researcher collected the policies before new regulatory guidance would enforce changes
to existing sexual misconduct policies to analyze policies that were no longer interim or
in flux and had been in place for several years. The researcher searched each institutional
website, first looking for institutional Title IX sexual misconduct policies or links to Title
IX information on the university homepage. If no data was located on the university’s
homepage, the A-Z search function was used to try and find campus policies covering
Title IX. If the A-Z search function did not exist, the researcher used the campus website
search bar with keywords: sexual violence (or misconduct or assault) policy. All had
content related to sexual violence from policies to prevention efforts. All sexual
misconduct policies were either standalone policies or information found on the
University’s website.
The collected policies can be found in Appendix A. In analyzing the policies, the
researcher discovered that the policies were inconsistent in length, format, prohibited
behaviors addressed by the policy, defining of prohibited behaviors, procedural
processes, and reporting options. Each policy is crafted for the institution it is associated
with. Though these policies vary in all the formerly mentioned ways, the researcher did
identify overarching themes present in all the eleven policies.
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Introduction to Themes
The researcher identified five overarching themes by examining the eleven sexual
misconduct policies through a poststructuralist lens. Each theme focused on a type of
language found in sexual misconduct policies and the impact the language has on the
neutral process these policies are legally required to provide. The kind of language
identified in these policies emphasized the role language plays in the accessibility of
higher education as a social good. The identified themes also stressed how language
forms meaning and assumptions about Title IX sexual misconduct policies. Theme one
consists of procedural language found within Title IX sexual misconduct policies. Theme
one covers text that outlined the process to file a complaint of sexual misconduct and/or
sex discrimination and the steps the campus adjudication process would take to address,
stop, prevent, and remedy the effects of sexual misconduct and/or sex discrimination.
Theme two consists of legal language found within the policies. Legal language included
state and federal requirements, processes, and definitions found within the campus
policies. Theme three emphasizes contesting language found embedded in the policies.
Contesting language covers any language challenged or disputed within the policies.
Theme four highlighted the gendered language within the policies. Lastly, theme five
underlines neutral language found within the policies. The themes emphasize how the
situated meaning of keywords/text contextualizes how these policies are designed to
protect the right to a work and educational environment free of sex discrimination and
sexual harassment. The themes from the data are explained in greater detail below.
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Theme One: Procedural Language
To comply with Title IX, IHEs are required to provide policies that outline the
process for filing a formal complaint to address alleged Title IX violations. Within the
eleven collected policies, the researcher identified procedural language in all the policies
on filing a formal complaint of prohibited conduct under Title IX. Procedural language is
one of the two most present forms of language within the collected policies identified by
the researcher. The flagship institutions of Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia also included additional procedural language
detailing the institutional adjudication grievance process for investigating and resolving
complaints of sexual misconduct within the Title IX sexual misconduct policy. This
additional procedural language did not exist as part of Florida, Mississippi, North
Carolina, or West Virginia Title IX sexual misconduct policies but rather as a separate
document not analyzed for this study. Table 1 provides the percentage of procedural
language found in each policy.
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Table 1
Procedural Language.
University Policy

Procedural Language

Text Not Coded Procedural

Alabama

31.1%

68.9%

Florida

55.3%

44.7%

Georgia

43.9%

56.1%

Kentucky

52.6%

47.4%

Maryland

75.5%

24.5%

Mississippi

41.3%

58.7%

North Carolina

65.7%

34.3%

South Carolina

54.3%

45.7

Tennessee

58.3%

41.7%

Virginia

89.5%

10.5%

West Virginia

27.2%

72.8%

Procedural language relays to the reader of the policy the established or official
way to file a Title IX-related complaint and the commitment of the university to process
and address formal complaints of prohibited behavior defined in each institutional policy.
Under federal law, these procedures are to be a neutral and impartial process for all
parties accessing them (the alleged affected party to the prohibited behavior and the
alleged party exhibiting the alleged behavior). The researcher found that masculine,
feminine, and neutral language within the procedural language identified in each policy
also existed. Neutral language had a higher percentage overall in the analyzed documents.
Feminine language had the highest percentage in all the policies, with masculine
language as having the lowest percentage within procedural language. Table 2 provides
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the percentage of each form of language found within the previously identified
procedural language.
Table 2
Percentage of Neutral, Masculine, and Feminine Language found within Procedural
Language.
University

Percentage

Percentage of

Percentage of

Percentage of

Policy

of

Neutral

Masculine

Feminine

Procedural

Language in

Language in

Language in

Language in

Procedural

Procedural

Procedural

Policy

Language

Language

Language

Alabama

31.1%

16.6%

5.5%

6.2%

Florida

55.3%

22.6%

9.7%

12.9%

Georgia

43.9%

25%

3.7%

6.4%

Kentucky

52.6%

26.2%

6.4%

8.6%

Maryland

75.5%

40.5%

11.2%

14.5%

Mississippi

41.3%

34.3%

7.9%

11.2%

North Carolina

65.7%

33.9%

6.6%

19.2%

South Carolina

54.3%

37.7%

6.6%

10.8%

Tennessee

58.3%

41.5%

7.8%

8.3%

Virginia

89.5%

47.3%

11.1%

15.3%

West Virginia

27.2%

19.7%

3.6%

5.4%

Theme Two: Legal Language
Theme two coded for legal language found within each policy. Legal language is
the second most present form of language identified by the researcher in each policy. Due
to federal and state laws, certain information must be present in Title IX policies and
processes. This can be seen in the language used to define prohibited conduct,
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legal/criminal processes, and legal rights defined in the collected policies. Table 3
provides the percentage of legal language identified in each policy.
Table 3
Legal Language
University Policy

Legal Language

Text Not Coded Legal

Alabama

48.1%

51.9%

Florida

25.8%

74.2%

Georgia

49.%

51%

Kentucky

44.3%

55.7%

Maryland

24.1%

75.9%

Mississippi

50.2%

49.8%

North Carolina

50.4%

49.6%

South Carolina

40.6%

59.4%

Tennessee

33.7%

66.3%

Virginia

19%

81%

West Virginia

60.3%

39.7%

Legal language is the conventional language found within the vocabulary of the
federal and state courts and those who write federal and state laws, which people outside
the legal field generally do not utilize. This type of language is often ambiguous and
incomprehensible for the average English-speaking person. For Title IX sexual
misconduct policies to be accessed, there must be clarity on what is covered under the
policies and procedures to address the alleged policy violation. Like other languages
found within the eleven policies, legal language must not imply bias. When coding the
policies for legal language, the researcher also identified the presence of neutral,
masculine, and feminine language. Neutral language had a higher percentage overall in
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the analyzed documents. Most of the policy’s legal language code for a higher percentage
of masculine language, except Georgia and North Carolina’s policies. Table 4 provides
the percentage of each form of language found within the previously identified legal
language.
Table 4
Percentage of Neutral, Masculine, and Feminine Language found within Legal
Language.
University Policy

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of
Legal

Neutral

Masculine

Feminine

Language in

Language in

Language in

Language in

Policy

Legal

Legal

Legal

Language

Language

Language

Alabama

48.1%

21.4%

7.5%

7%

Florida

25.8%

11.9%

5.1%

1.7%

Georgia

49%

27.3%

4.4%

5.7%

Kentucky

44.3%

22.9%

5.2%

4.8%

Maryland

24.1%

8.6%

2%

2%

Mississippi

50.2%

13.7%

7.9%

5.2%

North Carolina

50.4%

10.1%

3.8%

7.5%

South Carolina

40.6%

17.7%

2.1%

2.7%

Tennessee

33.7%

11.4%

2.6%

2.3%

Virginia

19%

3.6%

1%

1.2%

West Virginia

60.3%

24.3%

12.4%

6.8%

Theme Three: Contesting Language
Theme three focused on contesting language found embedded in the policies.
Contesting language covers any language that could be challenged or disputed within the
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policies. Contesting language was identified in all policies in the text defining consent.
As state definitions differ (if they exist) and there is no federal definition of consent, the
researcher identified this text as contesting as it could be challenged in the resolution
process (i.e., unwilling, reasonable person, provoke, etc.). Table 5 provides the
percentage of contesting language identified within each institutional policy.
Table 5
Contesting Language
University Policy

Contesting Language

Text Not Coded
Contesting

Alabama

12.2%

87.8%

Florida

2.2%

97.8%

Georgia

20.3%

79.7%

Kentucky

8.6%

91.4%

Maryland

10.4%

89.6%

Mississippi

19%

81%

North Carolina

17.2%

82.8%

South Carolina

7.2%

92.8%

Tennessee

17%

83%

Virginia

12.3%

87.7%

West Virginia

32.4%

67.6%

The researcher also recognized neutral, masculine, and feminine language within
contesting language. Neutral language represented the highest percentage overall in
contesting language. Most of the policies contesting language coded for a higher
percentage of masculine language present, except South Carolina’s policy. Table 6
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provides the percentage of each form of language found within the previously identified
contesting language.
Table 6
Percentage of Neutral, Masculine, and Feminine Language found within Contesting
Language.
University

Percentage

Percentage of

Percentage of

Percentage of

Policy

of

Neutral

Masculine

Feminine

Contesting

Language in

Language in

Language in

Language in

Contesting

Contesting

Contesting

Policy

Language

Language

Language

Alabama

12.2%

2.9%

1.9%

0.7%

Florida

2.2%

0.3%

0.2%

0.1%

Georgia

20.3%

6.9%

2.8%

1.6%

Kentucky

8.6%

4.3%

2.6%

0.8%

Maryland

10.4%

3.6%

1.9%

0.6%

Mississippi

19%

3.3%

3.6%

2%

North Carolina

17.2%

3.2%

2.2%

2%

South Carolina

7.2%

2.9%

0.4%

1%

Tennessee

17%

7.9%

2.4%

1.9%

Virginia

12.3%

3.8%

1.8%

1.7%

West Virginia

32.4%

12.9%

8%

2.4%

Theme Four: Gendered Language
The fourth theme coded for was gendered language. The researcher used the
digital online “Gender Decoder” tool created by Kat Matfield to identify text with either
masculine or feminine preexisting contextual associations. Matfield’s tool is based on
Gaucher et al.’s (2011) research. Gendered language reflects existing societal bias,
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stereotypes, and assumptions associated with each gender which can be conscious or
unconscious. Table 7 lists the identified masculine and feminine text used in Matfield’s
Gender Decoder tool to code the text of each collected Title IX sexual misconduct policy.
Table 7
Identified Gendered Text
Masculine

Feminine
collabfeelagreeinterpersonalgentleco-operatchildemotionahonestconnectcommunalempathcommitcooperatdependcompassionflatterablecheeraffectionateconsiderateinter-personainter-dependeninterpersonainter-personalinterdependenkindkinshiployalmodestynagnurturpleasantpolitequiet-

analydecidactivedetermindecisivechampionaggressconfidentdefendbattleathletcouragassertchallengcompetautonomdecisionambitioadventurousboastfightfearlessdominantdrivendominaforcegreedyhead-strongheadstronghierarchhostilimpulsiveindependenindividual71

Table 7 Continued
intellectleadlogicobjectiveopinionoutspokenpersistprinciplerecklessself-confidenself-relianself-sufficienselfconfidenselfrelianselfsufficienstubbornsuperiorunreasonab-

responsensitivsubmissivesupportsympathtendertogethertrustunderstandwarmwhinenthusiasinclusiveyieldsharesharin-

Table 8 represents the percentage of the identified “gendered” language
throughout the entire text of the collected eleven Title IX sexual misconduct policies.
Two of the eleven policies coded as neutral, Alabama and North Carolina, one coded as
masculine, West Virginia, while the remaining eight coded with a higher percentage of
feminine favoring language.
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Table 8
Gendered Language
University Policy

Gendered

Gendered

Text Not Coded

Masculine

Feminine

Gendered

Language

Language

Alabama

2.3%

2.3%

95.6%

Florida

0.8%

1.1%

98.2%

Georgia

1.7%

1.8%

96.5%

Kentucky

1.4%

2.6%

96.1%

Maryland

1.7%

2.3%

96%

Mississippi

1.8%

2%

96.2%

North Carolina

2.7%

2.7%

94.6%

South Carolina

1.5%

2.2%

96.3%

Tennessee

1.6%

2%

96.4%

Virginia

1.3%

2.1%

96.6%

West Virginia

2.6%

1%

96.4%

Theme Five: Neutral Language
The final theme coded for within the text of the eleven policies was the presence
of neutral language. This research used research done by the United Nations to code for
(gender) neutral language. There are only a few gender markers in the English language;
These gender markers are pronouns like he, she, her, and his. Other ways to gender
language are done through grammatical gender forms (United Nations, Guideline for
Gender-Inclusive Language in English) like policeman/policewoman and waiter/waitress.
To not gender the text, a neutral equivalent inclusive to all gender types is needed (i.e.,
police officer or server). The researcher used this guide to code all identified neutral
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grammatical gender text (i.e., complainant, respondent, party, parties, people, individual,
etc.). Table 9 demonstrates the coded neutral language identified in each Title IX sexual
misconduct policy.
Table 9
Neutral Language
University Policy

Neutral Language

Text Not Coded Neutral

Alabama

9.1%

90.9%

Florida

2.8%

97.2%

Georgia

7.5%

92.5%

Kentucky

12.5%

87.5%

Maryland

8.1%

91.9%

Mississippi

8%

92%

North Carolina

5.9%

94.1%

South Carolina

7.8%

92.2%

Tennessee

6.8%

93.2%

Virginia

8.6%

91.4%

West Virginia

4.5%

95.5%

Summary of Findings
Using a poststructuralist approach to sexual misconduct policy analysis, the
researcher identified five overarching themes consistent across all the documents to help
answer research questions. Theme one identified procedural language outlining the
process of filing a Title IX-related policy violation. Theme one had the highest
percentage of coded language coverage throughout the collected policies and was the
dominant language type out of seven (Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia) collected policies. Procedural language coded
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for 55.3% of Florida’s policy, 52.6% of Kentucky’s policy, 75.5% of Maryland’s policy,
65.7% of North Carolina’s policy, 54.3% of South Carolina’s policy, 58.3% of
Tennessee’s policy, and 89.5% of Virginia’s policy. The highest percentage of neutral
language found within procedural language was Virginia’s policy at 47.3%. While
gendered language was found throughout all policies, Maryland's policy was the highest
percentage of masculine language (11.2%). The highest percentage of feminine language
was found in North Carolina (19.2%), while the lowest masculine language was found in
West Virginia’s policy (3.6%) and the lowest percentage of feminine was West
Virginia’s policy (5.4%).
Theme two highlighted legal language with the second-highest percentage of code
coverage throughout the collected policies and was the dominant language type out of
four policies (Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and West Virginia). Legal language coded
for 48.1% of Alabama’s policy, 49% of Georgia’s policy, 50.2% of Mississippi’s policy,
and 60.3% of West Virginia’s policy. The highest percentage of neutral language found
within legal language was Georgia’s policy at 27.3%. While gendered language was
found throughout all policies, West Virginia's policy had the highest percentage of
masculine language (12.4%). The highest percentage of feminine language was found in
North Carolina (7.5%), while the lowest masculine language was discovered in Virginia’s
policy (1%) and the lowest percentage of feminine was Virginia’s policy (1.2%).
Theme three focused on the contesting language embedded within the policies.
Theme three had the third-highest percentage of text coverage but was not the dominant
code found in any of the analyzed policies. The policy with the most significant
percentage of contesting language was West Virginia’s policy at 32.4%, with the lowest
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percentage in Florida’s policy at 2.2%. The highest percentage of neutral language found
within contesting language was West Virginia’s policy at 12.9%. While gendered
language was found throughout all policies, West Virginia's policy was the highest
percentage of masculine language (8%) and the highest percentage of feminine language
(2.4%). While the lowest percentage of masculine language was found in Florida’s policy
(0.3%) and the lowest percentage of feminine language was West Florida’s policy
(0.1%).
Theme four used Kat Matfield’s Gender Decoder Tool to identify gendered
language, while theme five focused on inherently neutral language found within each
policy. The highest percentage of masculine and feminine language was found in North
Carolina’s policy, both at 2.7%. The lowest percentage of masculine language was found
in Florida’s policy (0.8%), and for feminine language, it was West Virginia’s policy
(1%). Neutral language was the highest in Kentucky’s policies at 12.5% and the lowest in
Florida’s policy at 2.8%.
These findings highlight the importance of understanding how language impacts
Title IX sexual misconduct policies. This study was conducted to answer specific
research questions, and Chapter V organizes and analyzes findings from the themes
identified in the coding to answer the study’s three research questions.
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CHAPTER V – DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to explore if the language used in Title IX sexual
harassment policies affects the neutral role of Title IX sexual misconduct policies. Bacchi
(1999) stated that policy analysis is critical because it looks at how language, concepts,
and categories are utilized to shape and frame a societal response to an issue. Federal law
requires that IHEs have Title IX policies and grievance procedures to address prohibited
behaviors that could deny a person access to any federally funded educational program.
These policies must be neutral and cannot contain biased language, text with negative
connotations, text that shows impartiality, or language that shows deference to anyone
(34 CFR § 106.45). There is no outline or federally supplied template on what these
policies look like, so the content of each is truly unique to each university.
The study’s findings resulted in five overarching themes as stated in Chapter IV
and include the following: (1) procedural language, (2) legal language, (3) contesting
language, (4) gendered language, and (5) neutral language. By employing a poststructural
document analysis with the discovered themes, the researcher analyzed what it meant for
the policies to have the identified types of language found throughout each policy and
discern the impacts to maintaining neutrality. Sexual misconduct policies viewed through
a discourse lens allowed for the discovery of ambiguity, contradictions, and assumptions
supported by situated meaning found within the selected policies. The themes also
highlighted elements allowing for answers to the research questions:
1. To what degree, if any, do the policies contain bias?
2. To what degree, if any, does the language in the policies determine neutrality?
3. Are the policies accessible?
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Research Question 1
To what degree, if any, do the policies contain bias?
Bias is “an inclination of temperament or outlook” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). The
aforementioned theme of gendered language showed an inclination overall within each
policy towards either masculine or feminine associated language, as illustrated in Table
8. The researcher also identified masculine or feminine text bias within procedural,
legal, and contesting language themes.
When utilizing Gee’s (2011) situated meaning tool to code for major themes, the
researcher also found other areas of bias within the policies. There are general
expectations about how language is “normally” applied when interpreting its contextual
usage (Gee, 2011). Due to the different contexts of how words are utilized, there is a
range of possible meanings one could discern from every word or phrase. How one
attaches meaning to text is not just based on word definitions but a combination of
images or prototypes of what is characteristic of the things the words refer to,
information/facts known, and societies typical contextual use or understanding of the
word or phrase (Gee, 2011). Meaning is not a simple concept; it is ever-changing as
language is used in more fluctuating contexts as people change how they view, associate,
and use a word or phrase (Gee, 2011. As words do have a general meaning but also differ
in the contexts in which they are used, all utterances make assumptions about people’s
previous experiences and knowledge. The way one person situates the meaning of words
or phrases is based on one’s own prior experiences and understanding of what is being
read or discussed.
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Several areas of situated bias were exhibited in the policies as the researcher
coded for the five types of language. There seemed to be a preference towards one party,
complainant or respondent, in-text covering resources and/or rights in the reporting or
adjudication process. There were also incidents of implied different treatment of rights in
the process for a student respondent compared to a faculty/staff/employee respondent.
The respondent’s relationship (student, faculty, staff, third-party) with a given
university often informed the grievance process, types of sanctions used, and even overall
rights presented in the collected sexual misconduct policies. The Universities of
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia policies dictated different grievance processes based on the responding party’s
relationship with the university. The University of Alabama provided an example of
variations in sanctioning protocols dependent on the responding party’s relationship with
the university. The existence of multiple processes to adjudicate sexual misconduct
policy violations creates confusion surrounding the process. It also illustrates unfairness
as steps and rights are not equal throughout, creating incidents of negative situated
meaning associated with the policy. This is demonstrated in The University of
Kentucky’s policy where student respondents are not afforded the same appeal rights as
employee/staff/faculty and The University of Maryland’s policy where faculty/staff have
different grievance rights compared to student respondents. These instances of disparity
would situate a policy as biased towards a faculty/staff/employee respondent compared to
student respondents.
The situated meaning tool can be employed for any type of communication.
Given the context, what specific meaning do listeners/readers attribute to these words and
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phrases (Gee, 2011). When evaluating how the alleged recipients of prohibited conduct
were referred to throughout the policies, any reader can distinguish the universities
positionality towards complainants as biased. All eleven sexual misconduct policies used
multiple ways to refer to the person alleging a policy violation. The terms used included
complainant, reporting party, victim, the alleged victim, survivor, and complaining
witness. The researcher recognized the changes between the terms within each policy in
presenting interim measures, supportive resources, and procedural processes. The term
complainant was used by The Universities of Alabama, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. The term reporting party was
used by The Universities of Alabama, Kentucky, North Carolina. The term victim was
used in The Universities of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia’s sexual misconduct policies. The term
alleged victim was utilized in The Universities of Georgia, Tennessee, and West
Virginia’s policies. The term survivor was used by The Universities of Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. The University of Kentucky was the
only policy that called a reporting party a complaining witness. In all of the collected
sexual misconduct policies, the term associated with the party reporting a policy violation
continually changed (i.e., in no policy was only one term used to refer to the reporting
party). The bias positionality was enforced to the researcher by further contextual usage
of terms such as victim, advocate, advocacy, and survivor throughout multiple policies.
Victim is defined as “one that is acted on and usually adversely affected by a
force or agent” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.), typically used in the legal field. Victim
implies that an event has already been proven to have happened. When using this term
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without it being contextualized with the word “alleged,” a situated meaning can be
attached to this word within sexual misconduct policies of associated guilt towards the
alleged respondent as the reporting party is already seen as a “victim.” Advocate
means “to support or argue for (a cause, policy, etc.): to plead in favor of” (MerriamWebster, n.d.) while advocacy is “the act or process of supporting a cause or proposal”
(Merriam-Webster, n.d.). Both terms are problematic within sexual misconduct
policies about a reporting party. They allude to a biased affiliation for “victims” or
“survivors” of sexual misconduct when policies and processes are required to be
impartial or neutral throughout. Survivor means “to remain alive or in existence: live
on (Merriam-Webster, n.d.).” When survivor is used in sexual misconduct policies, it
indicates a belief in victimhood and healing that does not have a place in a neutral
policy. Title IX sexual misconduct policies must provide information for reporting
incidents of alleged policy violations and on and off-campus resources (20 U.S.C. §
1092). Biased language was found in the policy’s interim measures and resource sections
of the universities of Alabama, Florida, Gorgia, Maryland, Mississippi, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.
The University of Alabama’s use of the term victim in the support resources
section of their policy reads as an advocate lean showing preference to the
complainant/reporting party. The University of Florida only provides “victim” services
and no services for respondents. The University of Georgia changes from the use of
complainant to the alleged victim when talking about interim measures, access to
advisors, and the steps in the investigation process. The University of Maryland uses the
terms victims and survivors when talking about supportive measures that are only
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available to complainants. The use of the term victim in The University of Mississippi
policy alludes to an assumption that a policy violation has indeed occurred. There is also
an implication of unequal access to supportive measures between parties implied. The
University of South Carolina’s use of the words advocates, advocacy, and survivor is
biased. The rights for the complainant are titled “Survivor’s Bill of Rights.” The
Universities of Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia use the term victim and advocacy
throughout the discussion of interim measures and on/off-campus resources. Wildavsky
(1979) stated that policy analysis is an art form that focuses on bringing clarity to the
values of the decision-making process. Policies are “complex, inherently political, and
infused with values” (Winton, 2013, p. 159). Those who develop policies need to be
mindful of the assumptions and values infused within a policy.
Research Question 2
To what degree, if any, does the language in the policies determine neutrality?
Neutrality is “the quality or state of being neutral (i.e., not engaged on either
side)” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). The aforementioned theme of neutral language showed
existence of neutrality within each policy by employing gender markers in the text. The
identified gender markers allowed the researcher to identify neutral language throughout
the policies (i.e., complainant, respondent, party, parties, people, individual, etc.). The
researcher also identified neutrality within procedural, legal, and contesting language
themes. Policies that had one process for adjudicating sexual misconduct violations,
equal rights throughout the process, equal access to interim measures and resources,
and equal retaliation protections could be seen as generally being “neutral” for all
parties on the first read of a policy. Still, as discussed in the researcher’s response to
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research question 1, all eleven sexual misconduct policies analyzed exhibited some
form of bias; thus, none of them are truly “neutral.” Of the eleven policies, only the
Universities of Mississippi, South Carolina, and Kentucky had one process for
adjudication of sexual misconduct violations (i.e., one of the indicators of neutrality).
Though these universities had one process, their policies were not neutral. The
University of Mississippi did not provide equal access to interim measures or on/offcampus resources for complainant and respondent parties; Mississippi’s policy only
articulated resources for the complainant. The University of South Carolina had one
process and the biased “Survivor’s Bill of Rights.” The “Survivor’s Bill of Rights”
showed bias towards complainants compared to alleged respondents, thus negating
neutrality. The University of Kentucky’s policy only afforded appeal rights for
faculty/staff respondents. The policy cannot be viewed as neutral as faculty/staff
respondents were afforded appeal rights while student respondents were not allowed to
appeal.
The presence of neutral language was identified in each analyzed policy, but the
existence of gendered language, multiple processes for adjudicating sexual misconduct
violations, unequal rights throughout the process, unequal access to interim measures
and resources, and unequal retaliation protections resulted in none of the collected
policies being truly “neutral”.
Research Question 3
Are the policies accessible?
Accessible means “capable of being reached” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). The
researcher accessed or collected The University of Alabama, Kentucky, Maryland,
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Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia’s
policies covering sexual misconduct. The researcher could not physically access The
University of Florida or Georgia’s sexual misconduct policies as no standalone policies
exist. To collect information on how sexual misconduct was addressed at both
locations, sexual misconduct policy information was pulled from institutional website
pages.
Access to an educational environment free from sex discrimination is viewed as a
social good (20 U.S.C. Â § 1681). “Social goods” are anything a social group or society
takes as a good worth having, such as an educational environment free of sex
discrimination. Language allows for the defining and building what counts as socially
identified “social goods.” Social goods are distributed or withheld from other groups,
cultures, and institutions. Viewpoints are constructed around how social goods should be
distributed in society or among social and cultural groups (i.e., how language becomes
political). Language builds and destroys social goods (Gee, 2011). Gee’s (2011) Politics
Building Tool was used by the researcher to analyze how text communication in sexual
misconduct policies was used to build (construct, assume) access to the social good that
is an educational environment free of sexual misconduct.
Some researchers see sexual misconduct policies as a solution to the problem that
is sexual assault (Cantalupo, 2011; Hawkesworth 1988; Jackson et al., 2013; Janoski,
Gegory, 2019). Sexual misconduct policies address behaviors of a sexual nature that
block access to IHE. With this in mind, all sexual misconduct policies and processes
should be accessible to those pursuing education. Concerns about neutrality and issues of
bias impact the accessibility of sexual misconduct policies. If a sexual misconduct policy
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reads as biased towards one party over the other dictates unequal rights or procedures, it
inherently makes the policy inaccessible to the unfavored party. If a policy is not neutral
and contains biased language against a respondent, then they do not have access to an
equitable process. This lack of equity can question the fairness of the university’s
handling of sexual misconduct complaints and block access for responding parties. A
policy that is not neutral and contains biased language against a complainant can result in
a lack of access due to a perception that their complaint will not be taken seriously or
handled correctly. This assumption can lead to complainants choosing not to attempt to
access the process or to withdraw a complaint before the process completes. As long as
biased language and non-neutral rights and processes occur within Title IX sexual
misconduct policies, equitable access to an impartial process that addresses, stops,
prevents, and remedies effects of sexual misconduct cannot exist.
Implications of Findings
After reviewing the eleven sexual misconduct policies, a lack of neutrality and
multiple incidents of bias language were identified. The data presented in Chapter IV and
discussed above shows extensive bias throughout all policies; policies that are embedded
with procedural, legal, and contesting language themes. The findings reveal several key
takeaway points. First, bias exists throughout each policy when looking at gendered
language. The policies showed a feminine lean within the procedural language, which
was not unexpected as statistics show females have higher percentages of experiencing
sexual misconduct (Fisher et al., 2010). The themes of legal language and contesting
language revealed more of a masculine disposition within the policies. Second, situated
meaning existed for the text to identify complainants that implied bias. Third, situated
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meaning existed for the context in which the terms victim, advocate, advocacy, and
survivor created implied bias. Fourth, though the policies contained neutral language, the
existence of multiple processes for adjudicating sexual misconduct violations, unequal
rights throughout the process, unequal access to interim measures and resources, and
unequal retaliation protections illustrated how the collected policies were not in fact
neutral. Fifth, the biased language found within the policies impacts accessibility to any
of the sexual misconduct policies.
Poststructuralists’ challenge of developing policies is needed to create equitable
policies in the academy. This study sheds light on several identified policy issues. It also
provides for alternative reflections that can lead to institutional changes regarding the
future development of sexual misconduct policies. According to Ball (1993) and Marshall
(1999), policies like Title IX are solutions to the problem of sexual assault. For these
policies to be true solutions and to be accessible and meet federal regulatory guidance to
combat sexual misconduct, they must be free of bias.
This study has significant implications for those developing Title IX sexual
misconduct policies. How policy creators use language is important to issues around bias
found within sexual misconduct policies. This study’s first practical contribution is that it
provides insight into how language used in eleven flagship institutions’ sexual
misconduct policies can exhibit bias and impact the neutral role of the policy. This
study’s approach can also be applied to any sexual misconduct policy. The study also
contributes to the crafting of the legal and procedural language required within sexual
misconduct policies. Legal and procedural language will continue to be an area of
concern for developing accessible policies and procedures and the importance of
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maintaining neutrality throughout the policy. The legislation's inconsistent definitions
that inform IHEs policies will continue to cause problems with access to sexual
misconduct policies (Graham et al., 2017; Perkins & Warner, 2017; Weiss & Lasky,
2017). Lack of consistent language affects accessibility, campus safety, and established
rights of all IHEs campus communities.
Directions for Future Research
This study is the first step to understanding how language used in university’s
sexual misconduct policies impacts the neutrality of Title IX sexual misconduct policies.
However, a limitation of this study was that the researcher only examined eleven
southeastern sexual misconduct policies before the passing of new federal regulations
under the Trump Administration. Therefore, any changes incorporated into these policies
were not analyzed. Although the researcher could make inferences about the language
used in the collected policies, future research regarding the same policies/topic could
compare how political changes impact language within the policies. In addition, with
federal regulations passed by the Trump Administration and pending regulatory guidance
from the Biden Administration, a comparative analysis could be conducted on the same
eleven policies over three presidential terms (for example Obama, Trump, and Biden).
Other areas of future research include comparing sexual misconduct policies from
different regions, circuit court relations, university types, university size, and university
religious affiliation to name a few.
In connection with Richard’s (2019) study illustrating the need for data-driven
decision-making in Title IX policy development, and additional future area of study
could address the definitions of prohibited conduct used in sexual misconduct policies.
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As studies found, more than half of those who experienced legally defined sexual
misconduct prohibited behavior do not perceive their experience as sexual misconduct
(Fisher et al., 2010; Graham et al., 2017; Jozkowski, 2015; Megan, 2014).
Conclusion
This study’s findings can assist policymakers in having a better understanding
surrounding the importance of being mindful of how language is used in sexual
misconduct policy development. In addition to allowing for the creation of more
accessible sexual misconduct policies to the campus community (i.e., both physically and
mentally), without biased or inaccessible language that affects the institution’s neutral
role. This study used a poststructuralist discourse document analysis approach as the
framework to study how language use in eleven southeastern flagship university’s sexual
misconduct policies impacted neutrality of Title IX sexual misconduct policies. Using a
discourse analysis approach, the researcher discovered five themes. These themes were
(1) procedural language, (2) legal language, (3) contesting language, (4) gendered
language (5) neutral language. Findings illustrated that the language used within their
Title IX sexual misconduct policies showed bias and impacted the neutral role of Title IX
sexual misconduct policies. IHEs that failed to critically analyze the language used within
Title IX sexual misconduct policies have policies that exhibit bias and partial
adjudication process not in line with federal Title IX compliance mandates. According to
this study’s findings, IHEs fail to comply with Title IX regulations because their policies
are not neutral or impartial. Policy writers and Title IX Coordinators are doing IHEs
campus communities a disservice as these highlighted concerns can lead to access issues
to rights afforded under Title IX.
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APPENDIX Title IX Sexual Misconduct Policies
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